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Abstract 

Social Media is changing the way information and knowledge is shared in real time. Things 

are happening much faster, and innovations and improvements are literally every minute. 

Importance given to social media, as an IMC tool, varies from region to region. Even 

organizations realize the need to engage customers at as many touch points as possible; there 

is still a need to stay ahead of the rapidly shifting marketing and communications landscape 

by integrating social media into traditional strategies to reach out to B2B and B2C audiences.  

Originality/value – This study makes a useful contribution given that there is no such study 

dealing with the social media incorporation into integrated marketing communications and its 

significance in improving the marketing communications for Pakistani Telecom industry.  

Research Gap –There is a lack of quantitative (empirical) studies regarding social media 

incorporation into integrated marketing communications. Moreover any study considering 

perspective of organization and customer as well as an empirical based recommendation 

about how social media can be incorporated into integrated marketing communications was 

missing.  

Limitations – Study investigates and analyzes social media incorporation into integrated 

marketing communications of Pakistani organization- Warid Telecom. Moreover sample of 

intermediaries (social media experts and agencies) and customers for the survey constitutes 

from Pakistan so research will be most useful for Pakistani Telecom Industry. 
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Applied Framework – The applied framework developed by authors Muhammad Taimoor 

and Faraz Maqsood (2011) with the three building blocks based on perspective of Telecom 

Company & social media marketing experts, social media marketing agencies and customers 

regarding social media incorporation into integrated marketing communications provides a 

new dimension to understand social media. 

Design/methodology/approach – Through an empirical investigation of Warid Telecom, 

Pakistan (organization featured in this case), consumers (sample 102) and Social media 

marketing agencies (sample 8), the developed model by the authors for social media 

incorporation into integrated marketing communications is presented. In this study, a mix of 

quantitative and qualitative research approach with a case study including interviews, 

questionnaire and survey is applied. 

Findings – The empirical findings indicate that consumer use social media on a large scale 

and expect companies to use social media as a platform to interact with them and also 

facilitating customers to interact with organization. Warid Telecom, social media marketing 

experts, and social media marketing agencies see the character of social media as an 

addition/extension of integrated marketing not as a replacement or substitute.  

Conclusion – Finally, it can be concluded that social media is highly used and valued by the 

consumers in Pakistan. Although social media will take some time to completely take over in 

Pakistan, as internet penetration is still 10.9%. But the pace with which internet infrastructure 

is developing in Pakistan, social media is emerging and soon it will take a significant position 

in the integrated marketing communications of an organization. Seeing social media as a 

complementary tool is reasonable and it should be considered as an addition to the traditional 

integrated market initiatives taken by the company for brand promotion and launching of 

marketing campaigns. Besides that, the model proposed by authors enables Warid Telecom, 

Pakistan to provide the foundations on how to incorporate social media into their integrated 

marketing communications. Moreover in the conclusion section, marketing implications 

regarding how social media incorporation should be done into integrated marketing 

communications of an organization and how incorporation can improve the marketing 

communications of an organization are presented. 

Paper type -- Thesis paper. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The first chapter introduces background of the study, problem discussion, research gap, 

research questions, & purpose of the study. Further, limitations and disposition of the thesis 

are also presented. 

1.1 Background 

Communication and information technology development has encouraged the emergence of 

new communication channels that have increased the options available to organizations for 

building relationships with clients (Albesa, 2007). Johnson and Greco (2003) explain that 

desires and different hopes from different clients can sometime require certain unique 

information and contact strategies. Communication channels and strategies now differ broadly 

from the ones in former times or offline times. It is important to understand the relationship 

between digital communications and traditional communication in the old media; for 

example, TV, radio, newspapers, magazines and billboard ads, the communication model was 

and is one-to-many compared to one-to-one or many-to-many communication model in digital 

media like blogs, social networks, wikis and other social media (Chaffey, 2003). 

The increased fragmentation of media and customers, as well as the revolution in mass 

communication by the new communication channels – internet and mobile communication 

technologies – has created the need for a new approach to marketing communications that can 

ensure centralized management and a consistency of communication messages sent towards 

various audiences (McArthur and Griffin, 1997; Semenik, 2002; Smith, 2002). The idea of 

integrated marketing communication (IMC) is to create consistency and synergy by 

combining marketing communication elements so that they support and enhance each other, 

to promote potential communication understandings (Duncan and Everett, 1993).  

Social Media marketing is today seen by many practitioners as the new arena for market 

communication and on top of the list of users of the different mediums is Facebook, Blogs, 

Twitter, YouTube and LinkedIn (Steltzner, 2009). Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) define social 

media as ―a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and 

technological foundations of Web 2.0, which facilitates the creation and exchange of user-

generated content‖. It consists of different Internet applications such as blogs, social 

networking sites, content communities, collaborative projects, virtual game worlds and social 

worlds. Russell S. Winer (2009) affirms that many companies today are using some or all of 

the new media to develop targeted campaigns that reach specific segments and engage their 
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customers to a much greater extent than traditional media. Foux (2006) suggests Social media 

is perceived by customers as a more trustworthy source of information regarding products and 

services than communications generated by organizations transmitted via the traditional 

elements of the promotion mix. Mangold & Faulds (2009) argue that marketing managers 

should comprise social media in the communication mix when developing and executing their 

Integrated Marketing Communication strategies and they presented the social media as a new 

hybrid element of promotion mix. Mohan Nair (2011) takes social media as a complex 

marriage of sociology and technology that cannot be underestimated in its impact to an 

organization marketing communications, choice as to when to engage, how to manage and 

measure, and whether to lead or to follow is complex but not an impossible task. These cannot 

be answered simply by one formula because the context and the market dynamics are strong 

variables in these decisions. Even though the interest for social media is huge, few companies 

understand what the term ―social media‖ can mean to their businesses. But how much it has 

been given importance, as an IMC tool, varies from region to region 

(PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), 2009; BuddeComm & Chiltern Magazine Services Ltd. 

(BCMSL), 2009). Even as organizations realize the need to engage customers at as many 

touch points as possible, there is still a need to stay ahead of the rapidly shifting marketing 

and communications landscape by integrating social media into traditional strategies to reach 

out to B2B and B2C audiences (Pownall, 2011). 

1.2 Research Gap 

Despite the acknowledged impact of the internet on integrated marketing communication, 

very few studies have investigated the specific requirements and prospects for IMC in the 

online environment (Durkin and Lawlor, 2001; Reich 1998). The increased fragmentation of 

media and customers, as well as the revolution introduced in mass communication by the new 

communication channels – internet and mobile communication technologies – has called for 

the need for a new approach to marketing communication (McArthur and Griffin, 1997; 

Semenik, 2002; Smith, 2002). Pickton and Broderick (2001) claim that synergy is the 

principal benefit of bringing together the various aspects of marketing communications in a 

mutually supportive way. From this perspective, marketing communication decisions should 

focus on the marketing communications channel that offers the highest benefit for all the 

stakeholders. Vollmer and Precourt (2008), addressed customers are turning away from the 

traditional sources of advertising, such as radio and television, and that they consistently insist 

on more control over their media consumption. Lindberg, Nyman & Landin (2010), examined 
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how to implement and evaluate an online channel extension through Social Media, which 

compares and contrasts conventional marketing practices with social media marketing in the 

context of micro firms and then suggests these micro firms as which tools are more suitable 

for them. The study focuses on Marketing Approaches for Micro firms in Sweden. Kichatov 

& Mihajlovski (2010) in their research, Social Media as a promotion tool explore and 

investigate how an online company can utilize social media. This study further explains 

reason for web-based company to exploit social communication channels. Moreover, study 

analyzes and explains the impact of implementing a channel extension strategy using social 

communication channels through an empirical study. Wikström & Wigmo (2010) in their 

research- social media as marketing tool analyze and explore how companies can use social 

media to promote themselves and transform their businesses to consumer relationship 

focused. Quiroga & Kamila (2010) in their research- Marketing and Facebook, describe how 

fashion companies promote themselves on social media platforms such as Facebook. This 

study took 34 Swedish companies into consideration. Nida, Sadaf, Sanya & Umair (2010) in 

their research-Evolution of Digital Media as an IMC tool and its relevance for Pakistan aim to 

analyze the trends of digital media within IMC over the years in Pakistan, the factors that 

have contributed to the change and explore the importance of digital media in the marketing 

mix in future. Chen et al. (2007, pp.1047) notes that ―from both theoretical and practical 

perspectives, it is worth studying what makes marketing communications introduce and 

promote products effectively, especially in high-tech industries‖.  

Considering the lacks and gaps on a general level, authors found that research done previously 

is much specific to a particular industry or to the social media marketing as a phenomenon but 

does not take phenomenon as well as its relation to an industry simultaneously. Furthermore, 

authors found most of the literature focused on qualitative study, with central focus on 

organization‘s perspective. There is a lack of quantitative (empirical) studies regarding 

consumer perspective about social media and its incorporation into integrated marketing 

communications. As markets do differ in their characters courtesy political, social, 

technological, economic and social factors; authors decided to take specific case into a 

context of developing countries like Pakistan. 

Social media was started for connecting people and businesses with their customers, all over 

the world. Things took up pace and even Pakistani telecom companies couldn‘t hide them 

from its effect. Initially, Telecom sector in Pakistan used print, Television commercials and 

billboards to advertise their products, but in this globalization era, all Telecom companies are 
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trying to penetrate in market by usage of social media, in addition to conventional 

communication channels. Social media tools include: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and 

LinkedIn. In Pakistan, there are 20,431,000 Internet users as of March, 2011, which accounts 

for 10.9% penetration of the total population, according to CIA. There are 4,795,200 

Facebook users on June, 2011, which represents 2.6% penetration among total Pakistani 

population. (Internetworldstats, 2011) .Currently there exist five telecom (cellular) companies 

in Pakistan, namely Mobilink, Ufone, Warid Telecom, Telenor and Zong. Considering most 

popular social media platform in Pakistan like Facebook, Youtube, Telenor and Ufone are 

best in using social media presence as shown by statistics regarding social media fan base 

(fig. 27, 28, 29 and 30). But still maximum number of fans achieved by them on social media 

platform like Facebook is 300,000 which show a gap of roughly 4,000,000 current Facebook 

users in Pakistan still not attracted by companies on their social media presence. This gap 

suggests that Telecom companies are either not using social media in a right way 

(uneducated/unaware) or avoiding social media due to any risk they associate social media 

with. 

Thesis aims to focus on Telecom industry in Pakistan by taking Warid Telecom as a company 

to feature in a case study. This case selection represents an industry that has not been targeted 

previously in any significant social media research. Importantly, there has been no research 

found regarding any Pakistani Telecom Company or industry as a whole, the only study found 

was evolution of digital media as an IMC tool and its relevance for Pakistan (Nida, Sadaf, 

Sanya & Umair, 2010), which was targeting a wider topic, taking only marketers perspective 

into account and it was not specific to any industry. Authors in this thesis would be 

considering the perspective of Warid Telecom, social media experts, social media agencies 

and customers in order to come with answers to how social media can be incorporated into 

integrated marketing communications. To answer this question, perspectives need to be taken 

in a way that it comes with an understanding of why social media is becoming a part of 

consumer lives, why companies in Pakistan are avoiding social media and still it has not 

become a preferred choice for companies in Pakistan, as well as the main issue that is how 

social media should be incorporated into integrated marketing communications. The analysis 

will provide a significant contribution to come up with how social media should be 

incorporated into integrated marketing communications and improvements social media 

incorporation spur in marketing communications of a company.  
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1.3 Research Question 

In reference to the background, and identified research gaps, the main research problem 

concerns the development of insights, knowledge and understanding in terms of social media 

incorporation into IMC of an organization. Moreover, an empirical investigation is conducted. 

The data gathered is related to the applied analytical model in order to highlight the 

incorporation of social media into Integrated Marketing Communications. Finally, the 

empirical investigation leads to the recommendation of how organizations should go for 

incorporating social media into their integrated marketing communications. Therefore, the 

following research questions are investigated:  

1. RQ: What is the perspective of Telecom Company, social media experts, social marketing 

agencies and customers in Pakistan regarding social media as a marketing communication 

channel?  

2. RQ: Based on the perspectives, how social media can be incorporated into integrated 

marketing communications of an organization like Warid Telecom, Pakistan bringing 

significant improvement in their marketing communications?  

1.4 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to explore and analyze by using case study; combining qualitative 

interviews and survey approach to find how social media can be incorporated into marketing 

communications of an organization. This understanding helps organizations to focus on how 

to incorporate social media into integrated marketing communications, by integrating 

perspective of organization, intermediaries (social media marketing experts and agencies) and 

customers on social media characteristics that are important for organization in incorporating 

social media to their integrated marketing communications strategy.  

1.5 Limitations  

Authors will only investigate and analyze its incorporation into integrated marketing 

communications of Pakistani organization- Warid Telecom. Moreover sample of 

intermediaries (social media experts and agencies) and customers for the survey constitutes 

from Pakistan so research will be most useful for Pakistani Telecom Industry. In terms of the 

analysis, the focus lies on social media on a general level and therefore does not consider all 

particular attributes of social media platforms & tools. The study is a students‘ research with 

limited time and resources primarily targeting academic knowledge extension. 
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1.6 Definitions  

Social Media 

Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) define social media as ―a group of Internet-based applications 

that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, which facilitates the 

creation and exchange of user-generated content‖. It consists of different Internet applications 

such as blogs, social networking sites, content communities, collaborative projects, virtual 

game worlds and social worlds. 

Social Media Marketing 

Social media also referred to as consumer-generated media. This form of media ‗‗describes a 

variety of new sources of online information that are created, initiated , circulated and used by 

customers intent on educating each other about products, brands, services, personalities, and 

issues‘‘ ( Blackshaw & Nazzaro, 2004 , pp..2). 

Integrated Marketing Communications  

Integrated marketing communications (IMC) is the guiding principle organizations follow to 

communicate with their target markets. Integrated marketing communications attempts to 

coordinate and control the various elements of the promotional mix i.e. advertising , personal 

selling, public relations, publicity, direct marketing, and sales promotion to produce a unified 

customer-focused message and, therefore, achieve various organizational objectives ( Boon e 

& Kurtz, 2007 , pp. . 488)  

User Generated Content 

User generated content (UGC) includes online blogs, contributions to wikis, comments in 

forums, and pictures and status updates on social networking sites. It‘s also called ‗consumer 

generated media‘, or consumer created media, and is a core component of the so-called 

second generation web or Web 2.0. (Chris Grannell, 2009). 
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1.7 Disposition of study 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The first chapter introduces background of the study, problem 

discussion, research gap, research question, & purpose of the study. 

Further, limitations and disposition of the thesis are also presented. 

Chapter 2 

Theoretical 

Framework 

The second chapter focuses on significant factors, Integrated 

Marketing Communications, Social media and Incorporating Social 

Media into integrated marketing communications.  

Chapter 3 

Methodology 

The third chapter provides information about the methods used in this 

thesis to provide a solution for the research questions posed earlier in 

this study. The methodology illustrates how necessary data is 

collected and the usage of the gathered data to answer the research 

questions. Additionally an outlook on the data analysis will be given. 

Chapter 4 

Empirical 

Findings 

The forth chapter represents the Empirical findings from interviews 

with marketers and survey from customers. 

Chapter 5 

Analysis 

The fifth chapter focuses on analyzing the empirical findings and is 

connected to the theoretical framework. 

Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

The sixth chapter concludes the results of the thesis to answer the 

research questions and the purpose of the study. Marketing 

implications for Telecom Industry in Pakistan as well as Future 

research scope & are discussed. At last but not the least, Authors have 

come up with the reflections of learning throughout the thesis. 

Chapter 7 

References 

The seventh chapter presents references cited in widely acceptable 

referencing style i.e. different sets of rules for books, journals and 

websites. 

Table.1: Disposition of the study 
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2. Theoretical Framework 

The second chapter focuses on significant factors, Integrated Marketing Communications, 

Social media and Incorporating Social Media into integrated marketing communications. 

2.1 Integrated Marketing Communications (IMC) 

This section aims to describe the marketing communications, integrated marketing 

communications and its comparison with simple marketing communications, emergence of 

IMC and its transformation by marketing agencies, IMC composition: traditional IMC, IMC 

changing trends, and factors that influence IMC composition. 

2.1.1 Marketing Communication 

Koekemoer & Bird, (2004) defines marketing communication as: ‗the collective activities, 

materials and media used by a marketer to inform or remind prospective customers about a 

particular product offering and to attempt to persuade them to purchase or use it.‘ 

Marketing communication is the use of the media to target customers and interact with them 

and the basic aim of this interaction is to deliver brand and marketing messages by the use of 

the most effective medium. There are various marketing communication tools available to a 

marketer. These include: selling, advertising, sales promotion, direct marketing, public 

relations, sponsorship, exhibitions, packaging, point of sale and merchandising, word of 

mouth, e-marketing and corporate identity (Smith & Taylor, 2004). Marketing communication 

has two principal aims. First is to develop brand values by using advertising to set up feelings, 

to create visions and to improve beliefs. The second is to make customers behave particular 

ways. Target audience is made to behave in a beneficial way in order to make then buy the 

product use the service. (Baines et al. 2008, pp.443.) Successful marketing communication 

has three obstacles to overcome. Firstly, the message must be delivered in a way that the 

audience is able to notice it. Next, full attention of the audience must be achieved and 

message must easily be processed and understood. (Idman, Kämppi, Latostenmaa, 

Vahvaselkä 1993, pp.25.) The goal is to deliver consequences, feelings and certain 

atmospheres and marketers may use different blends of these communication mix elements 

depending on the strategy they want to use, but the most effective communication happens 

when all the tools are appropriately and synergistically used.  
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2.1.2 Integrated Marketing Communications and its comparison with Simple Marketing 

Communications 

As per Don Schultz (2008), ―IMC is a strategic business process used to plan, develop, 

execute and evaluate coordinated, measurable, persuasive brand communication programmes 

over time with consumers, customers, prospects, and other targeted, relevant external and 

internal audiences‖. The key difference in this definition of IMC from that of simple 

Marketing Communication is highlighted by use of three words: i) strategic, ii) evaluate and 

iii) measurable. In essence, IMC enforces use of marketing communication mix in such a way 

that it is strategically designed to achieve certain objectives, measured to enforce 

accountability over marketers and are evaluated over time. These elements are also stressed 

on by various IMC authors (Schultz, 1996; Duncan & Caywood, 1996), who believe that 

although the concept of IMC is not new, but the fact that previously marketing 

communication was not coordinated strategically and strategy is now believed critical, gives 

this concept a new look. 

In another definition of IMC given by a well known author on IMC literature, Kliatchko 

(2005) reflects the same concept. As per the author: ‗IMC is the concept and process of 

strategically managing audience-focused, channel-centered and results-driven brand 

communication programmes over time‘. This definition is a bit more specific and along with 

strategy and accountability it emphasizes specifically on communication being channel-

centered and audience-focused. Managing and coordinating the integration of company‘s 

communication across different media and channels is an important aspect of IMC. IMC does 

involve a process/plan aimed at providing consistency and impact through integration of 

communication via different mediums (Larich & Lynagh, 2009). 

Moreover, Kitchen and Schultz (1997) believe that integrated marketing communications has 

significant value for the organization, specifically in lowering costs and having greater control 

over the marketing communications program. This is supported by Duncan and Everett (1993) 

who extend the benefits to include gaining competitive advantage through IMC. 

The common point, however, in almost every definition of IMC is the fact that it enforces 

accountability over marketers and hence more and more marketers feel the need of using 

mediums that offer better measures of performance. It can be generalized that the idea of IMC 

used in above theories/definitions revolve around a 360 degree marketing communication 

programs for any of the brand that is strategically designed to achieve desired objectives. 

Hence, it would be fair to say that IMC includes all kind of communication programs that 
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targeted for the same objective, regardless of the medium used, be it TV, Print, Radio, Street 

Marketing, Social Media Marketing, Internet Marketing, PR, Green Marketing, or any other 

thing. 

2.1.3 Emergence of IMC and its transformation by Marketing Agencies 

Earlier, the various tools of marketing communication were regarded as separate functions 

and were handled by experts in the relevant area. This resulted in overall marketing 

communications being uncoordinated and inconsistent (Koekomore & Bird, 2004). Numerous 

writers propose there are barriers to IMCs successful implementation, such as the functional 

specialization of marketing communications managers and work groups, and the resulting 

coordination problems (Beard, 1993; Duncan and Everett, 1993; Nowak and Phelps, 1994; 

Schultz, Tannenbaum, and Lauterborn, 1993). This was then solved with the move towards 

IMC and marketing agencies in 1980s – which emphasized coordination of all tools of 

marketing communication (Belch & Belch, 2004).  

2.1.4 IMC-Changing trends 

Media has undergone an extensive phase of development in the last ten years. Marketers were 

previously focusing on promoting their product/service through traditional mediums like TV, 

Radio, Newspapers, however, now the future of marketers appears to be digital as technology 

has become an important part of daily lives (Pall & McGrath, 2009). 

Concepts like convergence have come in to bring more versatility in the communication 

mediums being used. Convergence represents a paradigm shift – a move from medium-

specific content towards content that flows across multiple media channels, towards the 

increased interdependence of communications systems, towards multiple ways of accessing 

media content, and towards ever more complex relations between top-down corporate media 

and bottom-up participatory culture.‘ (Jenkins, 2006) 

The concept certainly suggests about making the communication mix ―interdependent‖ 

bringing in more integration and moving towards having ―multiple ways of accessing media‖, 

i.e. bringing in more versatility in the marketing mix by using a mix of traditional and new 

media. Moreover, it refers to the behavior of media audience as being migratory, i.e. shifting 

to the media that can provide them their desired experience. In such an environment, 

customers are actively involved in seeking new information and make connections among 

dispersed media content. 
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Convergence has played its parts in shifting the trends. The concept of convergence indicates 

that the old media is not being displaced; rather their functions and status are being changed 

with new media options (Jenkins, 2006). Media convergence is more than simply a 

technological shift altering the relationship between existing technologies, industries, markets 

and audiences. The cell phone being a telecommunication device; also allows its users to play 

games, download information from the internet and receive and send photographs or text 

messages. These functions can be performed through other media appliances too.  

Convergence has brought dramatic changes in the media ownership and has increased media 

concentration. One such example is when News Corp, owned by media mogul Rupert 

Murdoch made its first internet purchase and bought MySpace in 2005 (BBC News, 2005). 

Focus of marketers towards concepts like convergence and IMC have already made an impact 

on consumption of traditional media.  

Therefore, it is vital that media companies become a part of this new paradigm shift where 

converging old mediums with new would be required for greater returns on their investment. 

2.1.5 IMC composition: Traditional IMC  

IMC strategy involves deciding the mix and level of different IMC elements. According to 

Kotler & Armstrong (2003), there are five traditional IMC elements quoted as Advertising, 

Sales Promotion, Direct marketing, Personal selling and Publicity/Public relations.  

Advertising 

According to Institute of Practitioners in Advertising (IPA), Advertising refers to "the means 

of providing the most persuasive possible selling message to the right prospects at the lowest 

possible cost". Kotler and Armstrong (2003), provide an alternative definition: "Advertising is 

any paid form of non-personal presentation and promotion of ideas, goods and services 

through mass media such as newspapers, magazines, television or radio by an identified 

sponsor". 

Sales Promotion 

Demand-stimulating activity designed to boost the sales of a product or service. It may 

include an advertising campaign, increased PR activity, a free-sample campaign, offering free 

gifts or trading stamps, arranging demonstrations or exhibitions, setting up competitions with 

attractive prizes, temporary price reductions, door-to-door calling, telemarketing, and personal 
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letters on other methods‖. More than any other element of the promotional mix, sales 

promotion is about ―action‖. 

 

Fig.1: Marketing Communications Mix, Source: Kotler Philip, Armstrong Gary. 2005, pp 727 

Public Relations 

Public Relations programs are a planned communication effort by an organization to 

contribute to generally favorable attitudes and opinions toward an organization and its 

products. It is a communication function that seeks to build good relationships with 

consumers, stockholders, and legislators. The advantages of publicity are low cost, and 

credibility (particularly if the publicity is aired in between news stories like on evening TV 

news casts). New technologies such as weblogs, web cameras, web affiliates, and 

convergence (phone-camera posting of pictures and videos to websites) are changing the cost-

structure. The disadvantages are lack of control over how your releases will be used, and 

frustration over the low percentage of releases that are taken up by the media. 

Personal Selling 

Personal selling is oral communication with potential buyers of a product with the intention of 

making a sale. The personal selling may focus initially on developing a relationship with the 

potential buyer, but will always ultimately end with an attempt to "close the sale‖. According 

to American Marketing Association, Personal selling is the personal or impersonal process of 

assisting or persuading a prospective customer to buy a product or service and to act favorable 

upon an idea that has commercial significance to the seller. 
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Direct Marketing 

The distribution of products, information and promotional benefits to                                    

target customers through interactive communication in a way that                                     

allows response to be measured (Jobber, 2007). It accounts for direct connections with 

carefully targeted individual customers to obtain an immediate response and cultivate lasting 

customer relationship. 

2.1.6 Factors that influence IMC composition 

There is certainly a change in the composition of IMC due to change in consumer preferences. 

This section tries to explore what are some of the possible factors that may influence the 

composition of IMC. Sonia Livingstone& Moira Bovill (1999) answers the potential reasons 

for evolution of digital media over the years and these factors certainly impact the 

composition of marketing mix.  

These include:  

a) Parental fear for outdoor activities: The parents and children often explicitly link 

restrictions on the child‘s access to the world outside to increase media use within the 

home. A lot of parents don‘t want their children to go out much and then this time is 

spent watching TV or surfing over the internet. 

b) Income & lifestyle: The usage of media is directly linked to the income level of 

household and their lifestyle. Working women are likely to have children who will be 

media-rich users. Children in reconstituted families are particularly likely to have 

screen entertainment media (TV linked games machines, gameboys, PCs and 

television sets) that are not to be found elsewhere in the house. Children from one-

parent families are more likely to have less expensive items such as books, walkmans 

and radios. 

c) The rise of bedroom culture: This trend evolved in the early 1980‘s from the 

European countries, significantly booming the ‗media-rich‘ users, where children were 

given access to their private TVs, computers and other media. 

d) Absence of leisure activities - boredom: People that do not have a lot of social 

activities, engage themselves with media. Also loners are more likely than all other 

groups to turn to television, videos and interactive media when they are in need of 

excitement. 
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e) Appeal of enhanced experience: The technology is becoming more interactive with 

each passing year. Interactivity incorporates several dimensions which characterizes 

the changing modes of involvement with media: the exchange of roles involved in a 

two-way interaction; the degree of user control and management of content and timing 

of the interaction; thus enhancing the experience. 

The factors described above focus on youth and future generation by and large and this is due 

to the fact that technology adoption has proven to start from youngsters, because they tend to 

be accustomed to the new trends and are the early adopters. 

2.2 Social Media 

Social media is one of the many mediums that can be used as part of IMC tools/components 

in designing any marketing communications strategy. This section addresses media, types of 

media, and social media as a revolutionary new media based on user generated content, value 

chain for user-generated/created content, social media marketing as a phenomenon and social 

media marketing platforms. 

2.2.1 Media 

According to Harper (2001), the term media in communication can be defined as: ‗The 

storage and transmission channels or tools used to store and deliver information or data. It is 

often referred to as synonymous with mass media or news media, but may refer to a single 

medium used to communicate any data for any purpose.‘ 

Thus, any information transmission channels or tools used for delivering marketing messages 

to the audience can be referred to as media. Media is synonymously used with mass media or 

mass communication, which Dijk (2006), depicts as a type of communication using media to 

distribute sound, text, and images among an audience. Mass media is an old terminology, but 

starting from a single medium that is print in 1500s it has grown to incorporate vast types of 

mediums. Wilzig & Avagdor (2004), provide a four stage model of media development: 

1) Inauguration - where the new medium is given much public attention; 

2) Institutionalization – where there is widespread public adoption and routinization of the 

new medium; 

3) Defensiveness – where the power is threatened by a new medium;  

4) Adaptation – the fine line differentiating between old and new medium.  
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Since the inception of first mass media, each new media has gone through these stages and 

has developed its place in the media environment. With every new emerging media, the 

previous mediums had to co-exist with the new one at the end.  

2.2.2 Types of Media 

The media can be divided into six main classes. These are broadcast, print, outdoor, in-store, 

new media and other media classes. Within each of the class, there are particular media types. 

For example, broadcast includes television and radio, and within print class there are 

magazine and newspapers. (Fill 1999, pp. 302.) Common feature is that the media conveys 

the message to target audience.  Before the emergence of IMC concept, marketing 

communications were a lot concentrated on very few mediums of communication but then it 

was evolution of media that played a significant part in revolutionizing media. 

a) Traditional Media  

Traditional media includes mediums like television, radio, magazine, newspaper, and other 

options that agencies had expertise on prior the media revolution in 1980s and 1990s.  

b) New Media 

New media comprise of mediums like interactive, buzz "street" marketing, direct response, 

electronic, and other areas that were adopted by agencies during 1980s and 1990s to make the 

communication a lot more competitive (Sasser, et. al., 2007). Many companies are now 

realizing that effectively communicating with customers and other stakeholders involves more 

than traditional marketing communication tools. Marketers as well as advertising agencies are 

using the IMC approach and have adopted a complete marketing communication solution, 

which includes use of both traditional and new media. This is because with the emergence of 

more technological formats, the audience is being less responsive to traditional methods and 

the traditional formats too have become fragmented and have started targeting specific 

audience (Belch & Belch, 2004). 

To sum up, it can be argued that change in media management structures and move towards 

360 degree integrated communication is a result of more strategic and measurable approach 

by companies – which is nothing but the adoption of IMC. Also the advent of new media like 

Social Media has enhanced the trend towards user generated content and has increased the 

challenge for marketers, giving them more options with limited budgets and yet enforcing 

accountability.  
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2.2.3 Social media marketing as a phenomenon 

Social media marketing is seen as finding its way to become a recent component of 

organizations' integrated marketing communications. Integrated marketing communications 

coordinates the elements of the promotional mix - advertising, personal selling, public 

relations, publicity, direct marketing, and sales promotion - to produce a customer focused 

message (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). The emergence of social media platforms offers 

marketers inexpensive ways to create and implement marketing campaigns. Social media 

marketers typically focus on creating content that generates attention, as well as motivational 

incentive for people to share it with their social network.  

As social media is about the users actively contributing to the services (Multisilta, 2008), it is 

even more dependent on user involvement for its development and survival compared to other 

forms of media. The keys to social media success are user participation, user loyalty, user 

motivations, and the interaction between people. The facilitation of flexible design, user 

centered content, collaborative content creation, and the establishments of social networks are 

some of the factors making social media attractive to users, producers and business 

organizations (Mannonen & Runonen, 2008).  The low cost of social media marketing as well 

as the amount of users and user information available has contributed in making social media 

marketing big business.  

2.2.4 Social Media, a revolutionary aspect of New Media based on User Generated 

Content 

People interpret and use the term social media in different ways. Social media is a broad term 

to describe all the different kinds of content that form social networks: posts on blogs or 

forums, photos, audio, videos, links, profiles on social networking web sites, status updates 

and more. Social media allows people with no knowledge of coding or web development to 

upload and post unique content easily and share with the world instantly. Simply put, social 

media is any kind of information we share with our social network, using social networking 

web sites and services‖ (Eley & Tilley, 2009).  

Shao (2008) more specifically addressed the core factor behind social media that is user 

generated content and what appeals people to go for user generated content. User Generated 

Content (UGC), also known as consumer-generated media (CGM) or media enabling user 

created content (UCC), refers to any material created and uploaded to the Internet by non-

media professionals, whether it‘s a comment left on Amazon.com, a professional-quality 
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video uploaded to YouTube, or a student‘s profile on Facebook. According to Shao‘s analysis, 

content is consumed in order to fulfill the need for information, entertainment, and mood 

management. To begin with, the Internet has become a mass medium for consumer-sponsored 

communications and social media itself competes with traditional publishers about consumer 

attention. Both of these reasons cause new challenges for the advertising companies (Nielsen, 

2009; Rashtchy, Kessler, Bieber, Shindler, and Tzeng, 2007).  

2.2.5 Value chain for user-generated/created Content 

Figure depicts the value chain for user-generated content. The content is provided on 

originally non-commercial terms by its creators, potentially seeking recognition, fame or later 

financial reward. While user-generated/created content may rarely be a perfect substitute for 

traditional media content, it seems to create value for its viewers; as evidenced by the time 

spent by users downloading and watching (i.e. potentially high consumer surplus as content is 

generally available for free). Although the content itself may have been free, user-

generated/created Content creates strong demand for various commercial products such as 

devices, software and Internet access to create and consume the content.  

In the UCC value chain below users create content for or on user-generated/created content 

platforms while using devices (e.g. personal computers, mobile phones, digital cameras, and 

microphones), software (video editing tools), the UCC platforms themselves and an Internet 

access provider to create and post content. As opposed to the traditional media publishing 

chain and its selectivity as to what content shall be published, here all users with access are 

able to create and publish their content widely. In some cases, users even have their personal 

blog which does not rely on an external UCC platform. A likely greater supply of creative 

content based on a greater number of active and published creators is available, potentially in 

a lower or greater diversity of technical and content quality, yet engaging viewers. 

 

Fig.2: Original Internet value chain for user-created content 
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The selection of which content works and which content does not is done by the users 

themselves, through recommending and rating, possibly leading some creators to recognition 

which would not have been selected otherwise by traditional media publishers. The time it 

takes for content to be created and spread is greatly reduced as compared to the traditional 

media publishing chain. This may impact the type and quality of content. Users access the 

content while downloading or streaming it from the user created content (UCC) platform 

through their access provider and while using devices (e.g. notebook computer) and software 

(e.g. video streaming software).  

2.2.6 Social Media and user generated contents’ impact on the Advertising Landscape 

According to IAB Platform Status Report: User Generated Content, Social Media, and 

Advertising — An Overview, April 2008; UGC and social networking as a major force on the 

internet represents the greatest opportunity and challenge to marketers since the advent of the 

Internet itself. Traditionally, marketers have been able to buy time or space on fixed media in 

a controlled context. In other words, they could be guaranteed their message wasn‘t being 

delivered in a hostile or inappropriate environment. Today, such guarantees are harder to 

make, and that lack of control can be a source of great anxiety for marketers. But it also 

represents an unmatched opportunity. 

UGC requires marketers to alter their approach, instead of broadcasting one-way messages at 

their audiences; marketers are compelled to engage in a conversation. Doing so carries risks, 

but failure to do so carries more. While all advertising on the Web is interactive by nature, but 

UGC sites offer a unique and more complex level of engagement. Instead of inviting 

individual customers into an environment made by marketers, marketers on UGC sites are 

entering a conversation initiated, maintained, and ―owned‖ by customers themselves. This 

requires those marketers to behave differently, or risk what can be very vocal disapproval 

from those consumers. 

2.2.7 Social media marketing platforms  

An explanatory summary of the most commonly used social media marketing platforms and 

their functions, are presented. 

Social Networking  

Facebook is a social network site that helps people communicate more efficiently with their 

friends, family and co-workers. The increase is primarily based on the notion that sites like 

Facebook have a great deal of data on their users and that this information can be exploited to 
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deliver highly targeted ads to its huge user base. Twitter is a micro-blogging social network 

service, which allows users to share anything with their followers by answering a simple 

question. Twitter is mainly used for daily chatter, short conversations, information sharing 

and reporting news and has been hugely 

successful with mobile device users (Gaonkar et 

al, 2008). Compared to regular blogging, micro-

blogging fulfills a need for an even faster mode 

of communication. By encouraging shorter 

posts, it lowers users‘ requirement of time and 

thought investment for content generation. The 

second important difference is the frequency of 

update.  

E-mail marketing 

E-mail marketing is increasingly recognized as 

an effective Internet marketing tool (Chittenden 

& Rettie, 2003). Successful e-mail marketing 

builds on processing existing clients and 

contacts. 

Blogs 

A blog, short for web log, is a web page that serves as a publically accessible personal journal 

for an individual (Blood, 2002). Because the blog can be used to convey various types of 

information, such as personal, public, commercial and political, it has become an effective 

communication tool over the Internet (Lee et al, 2006). The blog is an inexpensive, powerful 

marketing tool and can be used for various tasks, such as customer service, internal 

communication, managing reports as well as presenting your company as a personal and 

credible one. A blog can, with the help of a good placing on search engines like Google.com, 

be very effective and help customers reach the company in an easy way (Frankel, 2007). 

Multimedia sharing 

One of the biggest growth areas has been amongst services that facilitate the storage and 

sharing of multimedia content. Well known examples include YouTube (video) and Flickr 

(photographs). These popular services take the idea of the ‗writeable‘ web (where users are 

not just customers but contribute actively to the production of web content) and enable it on a 
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massive scale. Literally millions of people now participate in the sharing and exchange of 

these forms of media by producing their own podcasts, videos and photos. 

Viral marketing  

Helm (2000), defines viral marketing as it is about getting as many hits as possible on a 

certain link, to create a reputation or to get countless people to read a message. It‘s often 

called ‗word of mouth‘, or as on the Internet, ‗word of mouse‘. 

Affiliate marketing 

Affiliate marketing is a marketing form for Internet where an advertiser pays for an ad-space 

which generates a certain amount of activity to a website. The foundation of affiliate 

marketing is about pushing traffic between websites where the ad-space (affiliate) steer 

people to the advertiser, and the spreader gets paid based on the results of the traffic.  The 

offer to the buyer is often a key in affiliate marketing. 

2.3 Incorporating Social Media into Integrated Marketing Communications 

This section addresses integration/synergy as basic concept of IMC, opportunities & 

challenges lying in incorporation of social media into IMC, consumer gain power courtesy 

social media; objectives, strategies and tactics for social media marketing, social media, the 

new hybrid element of promotion mix and the applied analytical model.  

2.3.1 Integration/Synergy as basic concept of IMC 

Duncan and Everett (1993) long before have identified synergism as the essential concept 

behind IMC, the integrated effect of each effort would push the communication to more 

effectiveness. In the case a certain message would not reach the intended result in isolation, 

quite common, the interactions in-between the elements on the IMC program will enhance the 

desired effect and lead to the ultimate results.  

A central focus in IMC is the interrelationship among different variables: taking into 

consideration communication channels on one hand and marketing mix (product, price, place, 

promotion) options on the other. One of the core reasoning behind IMC is effective 

communication as well as cost reduction (Fill, 2008); in fact the optimization of the 

interactions among significant factors is the final objective of the IMC process. The combined 

and synergetic effects taking place among different factors drive the final outcome. Schultz 

(1996) has always affirmed the power of a holistic view in IMC deeming the whole is much 
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more effective and powerful than sum of the parts. In fact synergies play a great role as a 

leveraging tool.  

2.3.2 Opportunities & Challenges lying in incorporation of Social Media into IMC 

Social Media turning into an influential add on to the integrated marketing communications is 

news to many companies and organizations. (Drury, 2008, pp.274). The social media 

marketing is a process that empowers individuals and companies to promote their websites, 

products or services through online social channels and to communicate with and tap into a 

much larger community that may not have been available via traditional advertising channels. 

It connects service providers, companies and corporations with a broad audience of 

influencers and consumers. (Weinberg 2009, pp.2-3.) In the context of social media 

incorporation into integrated marketing communications, it is important to discuss the 

opportunities as well as the challenges it offers for the organizations. Social media helps word 

of mouth to ensure a fast information spread, and thereby keeps the original information, just 

with small deviations, and everything happens instantly at a global audience (Qualman, 2011). 

Social media provides numerous opportunities for strengthening and expanding relationships 

to customers. These opportunities include targeted brand building with activities like 

podcasts, executive blogs or microsites, developed with particular focus for a specific target 

audience. Social media offers a quicker and more cost-effective way to reach highly targeted 

markets than marketing through traditional media, such as websites, newspapers and 

television. Additionally, social media is a tool for staying connected with other stakeholders 

of the company such as technology vendors, and distributors. Social media can be seen as 

opportunity for the research and development department to get immediate feedback on the 

product and make corrections, and to move to next challenge. Including customers in the 

product development companies can build bonds that promote long-term product or brand 

loyalty. The social media also presents numerous opportunities to strengthen and expand 

employee communications. (Weber 2009, pp.25-26.) 

Marketing through social media challenges a company to adapt different techniques than 

marketing through traditional channels. Weber (2009) explicates that marketing to the social 

media requires adopting a completely new way of communication with an audience in a 

digital environment. Drury (2008) clarifies that marketing with traditional media was much 

about delivering the marketing message to the target audience. With the increase of social 

media networking, building a relationship and conversation has become a major and focal part 
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of marketing adopting the pull marketing strategy. Marketing is no longer one dimensional; it 

has become a two-way process engaging a brand and an audience. Marketing within social 

media is not just about telling and giving a message, it is more about receiving and 

exchanging perceptions and ideas. (Drury, 2008). Demographics like gender, age, education 

and income, together with lifestyle factors have become less relevant compared to what 

people do, think, like and dislike. Further the communication in social media is less about 

creating contained and controlled messages and more about creating persuasive environments 

to which people are attracted. The best online pages will combine both professional and user-

generated content. (Weber 2009, 35-38.) 

2.3.3 Consumer gain power courtesy Social Media 

According to Constantinides and Fountain (2009), the power structure has changed due to fact 

that customers have access to information which previously was not available for them. As a 

result, the consumer attitudes changes leading to new consumer needs, values and buying 

behavior. Also Hearn, Foth and Grey (2009) acknowledge that the participatory culture, 

enabled by recent technological innovations, shifts the communication flows away from a 

central business-to-consumer model. The development is towards consumer-to-consumer 

flows of communication as customers start to create content on their own by using new media 

applications and services. (Hearn, Foth and Grey 2009, pp.49.)  

In order to stay competitive it is important for the organizations to understand that it can both 

gain and risk when using social media as a marketing and branding tool. When planning 

social media marketing programs, it is also vital to know the differences between marketing 

done through social media compared with marketing through traditional channels. 

2.3.4 Objectives, strategies and tactics for incorporating Social Media marketing into 

integrated marketing communications  

After discussing the opportunities, challenges and power social media has blessed consumer 

with, the discussion to follow will focus on the objectives, strategies, and tactics that are used 

for social media marketing activities. Before boarding a social media program, it is crucial to 

plan the specific business goals of a company. Prior to starting a social media marketing 

activity, it is important to define what the company wants to achieve with the activity.  The 

main purpose of social media in business context is to engage people. There are four primary 

ways to engage people including communication, collaboration, education and entertainment 

(Safko and Brake 2009, pp.25) Engagement is the level of involvement, interaction, intimacy, 
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and influence customers have with a brand over time. (Haven and Vittal 2009) Engagement 

leads towards a desired action or outcome. For a customer, the desired outcome may be an 

additional purchase of a product or a service or a strong recommendation to a friend. 

2.3.5 Social media, the new hybrid element of promotion mix (Mangold &Faulds, 2009) 

Mangold and Faulds (2009) point out that the popular business press and academic literature 

offers marketing managers very little guidance for incorporating social media into their 

marketing communication strategies. Social media should be included in the promotion mix 

when developing and executing their integrated marketing communications strategies. It is a 

hybrid element of the promotion mix because it combines characteristics of the traditional 

integrated marketing communications tools with a highly magnified social media influence 

whereby marketing managers cannot control the content and frequency of such information. 

Social media is also a hybrid due to it springs from mixed technology and media origins that 

enable instantaneous, real-time communication. Is also utilizes multi-media formats and 

numerous delivery platforms, with global reach capabilities. (Mangold and Faulds 2009, 359.)  

The rise of Internet-based social media has made user generated consumer-to consumer 

communications very significant in the marketplace. The content, timing, and frequency of 

the social media-based conversations occurring between customers are outside managers‘ 

direct control. Therefore, managers must learn to shape consumer discussions in a manner that 

is consistent with the organization‘s mission and performance goals. Methods by which this 

can be accomplished are marked herein. They include providing customers with networking 

platforms, and using blogs, social media tools, and promotional tools to engage customers. 

 

 
Figure.3: New Communication Paradigm (Mangold &Faulds, 2009) 
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Also Mangold and Faulds (2009) support the view that customers engaged with a product, 

service or idea are more likely to communicate through social media. The engagement can 

also be creatively stimulated for products and services which generate less psychological 

involvement of customers. Both traditional and Internet based tools can be used in engaging 

customers. Allowing customers to see others using the product can entertain and engage 

customers while communicating product benefits. (Mangold and Faulds 2009, pp.362-363.)  

The internet has become a mass media vehicle for consumer- sponsored communications. It 

now represents the number one source of media for customers at work and the number two 

source of media at home. Customers are turning away from the traditional sources of 

advertising: radio, television, magazines, and newspapers. Customers also consistently 

demand more control over their media consumption. They require on-demand and immediate 

access to information at their own convenience. Customers are turning more frequently to 

various types of social media to conduct their information searches and to make their 

purchasing decisions (Lempert, 2006; Vollmer & Precourt, 2008). 

Customers are more likely to talk to others about products when those products support their 

desired self-image, or the way they want others to see them. Both product design and 

promotion efforts should be undertaken with the desired self-image in mind. Customers tell 

others about products and services to which they are emotionally connected. Organizations 

can leverage emotional connections by embracing one or more causes that are important to 

their customers. (Mangold and Faulds 2009, 363-364.) 

The tools and strategies for communicating with customers have changed significantly with 

the emergence of the phenomenon known as social media, also referred to as consumer/user 

generated/created media. This form of media describes a variety of new sources of online 

information that are created, initiated, spread and used by consumers‘ intent on educating 

each other about products, brands, services, personalities and issues. Social media have 

become a major factor in influencing various aspects of consumer behavior including 

awareness, information acquisition, opinions, attitudes, purchase behavior, and post-purchase 

communication and evaluation (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). The new communications 

paradigm developed in the research article enables marketing managers to recognize the 

power and critical nature of the discussions being carried on by customers using social media.  
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2.3.6 The applied analytical model  

Theoretical framework applied in this study is developed by authors taking into consideration 

the research questions: how to incorporate social media into integrated marketing 

communications, and most importantly how it can improve the marketing communications of 

an organization. 

Authors found the basic foundations for developing the theoretical framework from the new 

communication paradigm figure (3) proposed by Mangold &Faulds (2009), and original 

internet value chain for user generated content shown in figure (2) in the earlier part of this 

thesis. Authors found models to be too much specific and incomplete to an extent as they 

were more depicting the organization point of view and didn‘t take the customer and 

intermediaries‘ point of view. So authors decided to meet this gap by developing a model that 

should integrate view of organization, intermediaries and customers so as to achieve the 

incorporations of social media into integrated marketing communications. 

Model starts with the stage which shows an organization that develops marketing mix i.e. 

product, price, placement and promotion. After developing the marketing mix, organization in 

the 2
nd

 stage creates integrated marketing communications (IMC) plan using traditional 

elements of integrated marketing communications i.e. advertising, sales promotion, public 

relations, direct marketing and personal selling to promote the offering. Then in the next stage 

as driven by the social media marketing revolution decides to incorporate Social media into 

their traditional integrated marketing communications. 

As the need is established and there are intentions to use social media incorporated into 

integrated marketing communications, organization decides to create social media presence 

on Social Media marketing platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Blogs, and LinkedIn which 

provides technological base for facilitating content creation and content sharing for 

organizations as well as consumers. At this stage, it is better to consider Social media 

marketing experts, because insufficient planning and action without knowing the real situation 

can lead to disaster. So at this stage, depending on how much serious incorporation is being 

considered; organization creates technological base to facilitate organization as well as 

customer to interact, generate and share content online. 
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Figure.4: Applied Frame work, how to incorporate social media marketing into IMC designed for organization sponsored 

marketing communications (developed by Authors: Taimoor & Faraz, 2011) 
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As social media presence is created by organization, the next stage is the content sharing and 

generation. It is done in two ways and operated simultaneously, Organization generating & 

sharing content on one side where Organization Marketing Communication Department /hired 

social media marketing agency endorses organization sponsored product, news and event 

updates on organization official presence on Social Media marketing platforms such as 

Facebook, Twitter, Blogs, and LinkedIn for organizations as well as consumers. On the other 

side, Customer/user generates or share contents and posts on organization official presence 

on Social Media marketing platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Blogs, and LinkedIn. 

Content generated/shared is based on customer knowledge about organization marketing mix 

& communications. At this stage, organization/hired social media agency major role is to 

engage the customer/user in a way that leads to positive content generation. The content 

generated by organization as well as customers will create a multiplier effect as more and 

more users interact with each other and organization/hired social media marketing agency 

continues  to engage the customers. Once this content generation and sharing starts, the whole 

scenario takes a case of market place where information gets a multiplier effect and the role of 

organization/hired social media marketing agency becomes less as customers start to take the 

control. 

Consumers now will participate more actively, the customers having good opinion about 

company will generate positive information. Through this model, Minor queries of customers 

can be addressed in short time with responses from organization/hired social media marketing 

agency and experienced users on the same social medium. Whereas major queries, demands 

and expectations of customers reach organization‘s marketing department which works on the 

feasible ideas worthy for consideration. So it can be said that incorporating social media into 

integrated marketing communications through proposed applied framework (figure 4) can 

help organization in getting know how about the customer preferences, customer 

expectations, customer interests, and understanding all these factors can lead organization 

towards improvement not only in existing offerings and customer base, but also in new 

product development and new market development. 

This model is applied in analysis, and the empirical findings of the thesis provide empirical 

scrutiny to this adapted applied model by relating & integrating the perspectives of Telecom 

Company & social Media Marketing experts, social media marketing agencies and customers 

in order to reach a valid contribution to the study and industry. This applied analytical model 

is a contribution to theory and social media knowledge. Finally, this model is supporting the 
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purpose that is to incorporate social media into integrated marketing communications of an 

organization and how social media can be used to improve marketing communications of and 

organization.   
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3. Research Methodology  

The third chapter provides information about the methods used in this thesis to provide a 

solution for the research questions posed earlier in this study. The methodology illustrates 

how necessary data is collected and the usage of the gathered data to answer the research 

questions. Additionally an outlook on the data analysis will be given. 

3.1 Purpose of the Research  

Considering the complex nature of the purpose of this thesis, which seeks to develop and 

extend knowledge regarding social media and its incorporation into integrated marketing 

communications by taking into account the perspective of Telecom Company, social media 

marketing experts/agencies and consumers. Study complexity favors that study applies both 

descriptive and exploratory character. The research has a descriptive character because 

according to Lewis and Thornhill (2009), if the study gives a definite picture of the research 

issue prior to the actual data collection. It is evident that social media these days hold or 

gaining significant importance in the lives of customers and for companies in their marketing 

communications. As the research gap in the earlier section, shows that empirical study and a 

more complete investigation is missing to understand social media incorporation to integrated 

marketing communications. Study incorporates exploratory elements, as the problem of social 

media is investigated from a different angle. While conducting research, the prospect of 

uncertainty needs to be considered; since it cannot be assured what the outcome will be 

(Churchill and Iacobucci 2005). One aim of this thesis is to understand the significance of 

social media, but eventually another one is to explore new ways and recommend suggestions.   

3.2 Research Strategy 

Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009, p.138) presented different strategies which can be used 

for a research, including experiment, survey, case study, action research, grounded theory, 

ethnography and archival research. Robson (2002, pp.178 cited in Saunders, Lewis and 

Thornhill, 2009, pp.145) defined case study as, ―a strategy for doing research which involves 

an empirical investigation of an existing phenomenon within its real life context using 

multiple sources of evidence‖. Case studies are multi-perspective analyses depicting that the 

researcher considers not just the voice and perspective of the actors, but also of the relevant 

groups of actors and the interaction between them. (Feagin, Orum & Sjoberg (1991). Further, 

Yin (2003, pp.40) classify different designs of case study into four types i.e. single-case 
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(holistic) design, single-case (embedded) design, multiple-case (holistic) design and multiple-

case (embedded) design.  

Case study research strategy has been used for this research based along with questionnaire & 

consumer survey on the phenomenon of how to incorporate social media into integrated 

marketing communication of organization. The case deals mainly with how to incorporate 

social media into integrated marketing communications for Telecom Companies. Further, 

embedded single-case design has been selected based on the following grounds: Firstly, there 

were multiple sources of evidence i.e. Telecom company (interview regarding how company 

sees social media incorporation into their integrated marketing communications) and social 

media marketing experts (there are experts for consultations regarding social media 

incorporation, or specialized agencies who work independently or as third party to companies, 

so they can suggest how much important is for companies to pursue social media 

incorporation to the integrated marketing communications of the organizations) and 

customers (survey for customers regarding their opinion about social media incorporation into 

integrated marketing communications). 

3.3 Quantitative and qualitative study 

Social media incorporation into integrated marketing communication is a complex issue, 

which can be approached from different perspectives and thereby requires different 

approaches depending on the study. It was found that using single approach qualitative or 

quantitative only would ignore the broad angle. Therefore, combination of both qualitative 

and quantitative was found to be appropriate for this study. Alvesson & Sköldberg (2008) 

explains that the quantitative study consists of standardized variables which describe people‘s 

experiences or opinions that are given numbers through usage of response alternatives that are 

determined before-hand. Christensen et al (2001) explain that the quantitative information is 

collected through surveys, interviews and archive material, which is often presented in the 

form of tables, diagrams and graphs. Furthermore, the authors state that the numeric focus 

allows the researches to analyze the variables in an objective way. On the contrary to the 

quantitative approach there is the qualitative research. The qualitative study relies on 

qualitative and descriptive methods of data collection. If data is presented in the form of 

words, diagrams, or drawings – not as numbers, as in the qualitative approach, then this 

portion of the study is considered ‗qualitative‘ (Grinnel and Unrau, 2005, pp.15).  

This study seeks to get the perspective of the Telecom Company, social media experts, social 

media agencies and customers regarding social media as a marketing channel (RQ1). 
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Interviews (qualitative) were designed for Warid Telecom and social media marketing 

experts/agencies. For Telecom Company, qualitative interview was done as a primary source 

of data. The qualitative research approach was justified by the design of the research 

questions and very small sample, which concentrate on the perspective of Telecom Company 

regarding the incorporation of social media into their integrated marketing communications. 

For social media experts, interviews having questions significant to incorporation of social 

media into integrated marketing communications of the organizations in general and Pakistani 

context were designed, whereas for social media agencies, the prime focus was on the 

questionnaire with the same purpose. Consumer survey (quantitative: questionnaire) was 

designed for customers in order to capture how organizations can incorporate the social media 

into their integrated marketing communications keeping consumer concerns in their mind. For 

consumers, sample to get responses was much greater, so authors found quantitative method 

as a better source, enabling responses mainly in percentages. To answer RQ2, the thesis 

investigates the incorporation of Social media into the Integrated Marketing communications 

of an organization (RQ2), by inter-relating and integrating the perspectives of Warid 

Telecom, Social Media marketing experts/agencies and customers giving recommendations. 

The incorporation will help the Warid Telecom to understand the incorporation of social 

media into integrated marketing communication so as to communicate better with their 

customers. 

3.4 Data sources  

The data used in this thesis is mainly primary data but it also includes secondary data and 

tertiary data. Secondary data includes everything that has already been collected by other 

researchers regarding the same topic, but with a different focus. Secondary data sources 

constitute of already available data sources, which have been collected by someone else, for 

instance the government, associations or publishers. This kind of data is accessible in 

journals, books, newspapers, government publication and Internet pages (Saunders et al., 

2009). For this study; research articles, publications and research databases were used to 

gather secondary data. Tertiary literature sources are designed either to help to locate primary 

and secondary data literature or to introduce a topic. They include Bibliographies (also 

considered secondary); Dictionaries and Encyclopedias (also considered secondary); 

Directories; Fact books; Indexes & abstracts used to locate primary and secondary sources 

(Saunders et al., 2009, pp.69). The tertiary literature sources were useful since some abstracts, 

online dictionaries; encyclopedias and blogs from reliable sources grasp news and updates in 
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the online and social media world faster than secondary data literature and articles. 

Nevertheless, the quality of tertiary source is always to check thoroughly for its reliability.   

The secondary and tertiary data is however insufficient to answer the research problem, thus it 

is necessary to collect primary data. Need for primary data is assessed by results of collecting 

secondary data and also by need for developing the proposed model suitable to the aims and 

limitations of this study (Ghauri and Grønhaug, 2005). Primary data includes all empirical 

proof the investigator has collected for particular research. Not using primary data would 

cause a lack of knowledge and decrease the usefulness, reliability and validity of this thesis 

and finally not fulfill its purpose. By doing this the gathered information will be specified to 

the topic and contain precise information to answer the posed research questions.  

3.5 Data collection procedures: Secondary and Primary  

Secondary data was gathered by authors choosing several channels to get a complete 

overview of the existing theory and research. In addition the available literature in library of 

‗University of Skövde‘, the Internet research portals ‗Emerald‘, ‗ScienceDirect‘, ‗Essays.se‘ 

were used to find published scientific essays, research articles and journals about the topic 

investigated. In order find the latest study related statistics and information about social media 

or behavior patterns, the search engine ‗Google‘ is used. Among others, the most significant 

keywords used for the search for literature were ‗social media‘, ‗social media marketing‘, 

‗Integrated Marketing Communications‘, ‗marketing communications‘ and 

―consumers/users/customers‖.   

Among data collection methods to collect primary data in context of this thesis; survey refers 

to the consumer survey; questionnaire refers to the questionnaire for social media marketing 

agencies and qualitative interview refers to interview with the Telecom Company and social 

media experts. The survey and the questionnaire are uploaded and shared online with the help 

of ‗www.surveymonkey.com‘, which enabled authors to create a web link that can be shared 

on Facebook, send through email and post on websites. The survey layout as well as the 

questionnaire structure was aligned with the thesis and in direct connection to the research 

problem. Similar questions, with little modification or extensions, were asked in the survey in 

a way individuals understand it. The questions in the survey are structured mostly with 

multiple choice options or open answer alternatives in odd cases.  

Before making the consumer survey open for consumer to respond, it was tested with some of 

the authors‘ family members and close friends to see whether questions are clear, 
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unambiguous and answers cover the possible options. Thereafter the survey was adjusted and 

actual data collection got started. To gather as many as possible valid responses, the authors 

chose Facebook as platform to distribute the survey uploaded online from 

―www.surveymonkey.com‖ and made it accessible to the consumer sample. An open event 

was created, where respondents close social circle and network of friends were encouraged to 

take part in the survey. This open event creation was helpful as it facilitated respondents to 

post if they had any query/problem with a question or needed help. The event page was 

monitored and promoted to get required responses. The data from the consumer perspective 

was collected July 17, 2011 to August 2, 2011.  

The data collection to get the perspective of social media marketing agencies was done 

through a questionnaire designed to know about their views about social media incorporation 

into integrated marketing communications. The authors designed the questionnaire for social 

media marketing agencies and then uploaded it online in the same way like consumer survey 

was uploaded on ―www.surveymonkey.com‖. Through this method the authors were able to 

gather information about social media understanding, usage, behavior and social media 

marketing agencies‘ perception of significance of social media for Telecom industry. 

Moreover, an attempt was made to get views of the social media marketing experts regarding 

their views on social media incorporation into integrated marketing communications of 

organizations in Pakistan.  

Getting in touch with Telecom Company for contact person for interview was possible so as 

receiving information from them. A contact person was provided by the Telecom Company, 

which enabled authors to get telecom company response through interview questions 

exclusively designed for the Telecom Company. Interview questions were based on authors 

own development after taking responses from social media experts, which cleared what 

questions need to be exactly answered by the Telecom Company. 

3.6 Sample Selection 

In order to be able to answer the research questions posed in the thesis, suitable respondents 

for primary data have to be found. To find respondent for interview to take Telecom company 

perspective, Warid Telecom, Pakistan was chosen. This thesis will try to provide Telecom 

Company called Warid Telecom, Pakistan with an understanding regarding how to 

incorporate social media into their integrated marketing communications, enabling them to 

use social media to add flare to their marketing communications. Warid Telecom, Pakistan 
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offers two main products that are prepaid and postpaid cellular services and currently has 

17,474,523 mobile subscribers (PTA, Nov, 2010).  

To get responses of Social Media marketing agencies in Pakistan, authors searched through 

the web with keywords like social media, social media agencies and social media consultants, 

in English. Due to purpose of understanding social media authors narrowed the potential 

selection down to people who work with social media in a daily basis. ―Work with social 

media‖ is a quite wide ranged population, therefore authors choose people who are educated 

in social media usage. Many companies use social media marketing agencies to develop their 

social media strategies, because the companies themselves hardly have any experience in how 

to deal with these new tools. These companies have an insight into the interests of companies, 

regarding the use of integrated marketing communications. The social media marketing 

agencies have the expertise of traditional marketing communication as well as the new 

approaches companies have to follow if they want to keep up with the trend of social media. 

Another advantage of contacting social media marketing agencies for questionnaires is that 

they are familiar with all different kinds of social media used to reach the right target group; 

not every social media is suitable for targeting certain customer groups. 

Authors found contacts (email addresses) of about 30 social media agencies based in Pakistan 

and shared survey web link to them through email, and asked them if they can provide us with 

the response to the attached questionnaire. Eight of them responded filling the questionnaire 

through web link.  

In addition to social media agencies, authors took the perspectives from two Social media 

experts in Pakistan. An email was sent to their email ids for an interview and they agreed. 

For consumer survey that is quantitative in nature authors found respondents through our 

close social circle. Authors ran survey through an event for Facebook (see figure.5) and our 

target respondents were 100, but authors continued it till the last date mentioned for the event 

(15 days event). At last, authors were able to get 156 responses out of which 102 were 

complete. So authors removed the incomplete surveys and used 102 responses of customers 

for the research. 
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Figure.5: Screenshot of consumer survey data collection event created by authors at Facebook 

 

Potential respondents for our survey could have been anyone who uses any social media 

service. Since the study would require quite some involvement from the respondents, authors 

thought it would be difficult to convince people to participate if authors did not have a 

relationship with them. This is why authors decided to recruit participants to our study 

amongst our own social networks.  A purposive sample is used that is a non-representative 

subset of some larger population, and is constructed to serve a very specific need or purpose. 

It may not be possible to specify the population -- they would not all be known, and access 

will be difficult. A subset of a purposive sample is a snowball sample – named so because one 

picks up the sample along the way, analogous to a snowball accumulating snow. Joan Joseph 

Castillo (2009) defines snowball sampling as a non-probability sampling technique that is 

used by researchers to identify potential subjects in studies where subjects are hard to locate. 

Snowball sample is achieved by asking a participant to suggest someone else who might be 

willing or appropriate for the study. Snowball samples are particularly useful in hard-to-track 

populations. Snow ball sampling comes with some implications as representativeness of the 

sample is not guaranteed, but it is the best researchers can use if they are not having any idea 

of the true distribution of the population and of the sample. As far as sampling methods for 

customers is concerned, authors in this thesis are using snowball sampling as this type of 

sampling technique works like chain referral.  

Snow ball sampling method would be used for customers as questionnaires will be done 

through online social community i.e. Facebook. Snowball sampling has advantages for 

authors as it relies on referrals from initial subjects to generate additional subjects, technique 

can dramatically lower search costs. It can come at the expense of introducing bias because 
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the technique itself reduces the likelihood that the sample will represent a good cross section 

from the population. But it will suit our research best as it is not possible to know in absolute 

terms that the customers that are using the Telecom services are using social media or not. So 

authors can come other way round by targeting respondents who are on social communities. 

The criteria for selecting the consumer respondents would be as follows: No matter what age 

customers are of, they need to have access and exposure to any form of social media. 

Sampling bias is also a fear of researchers when using this sampling technique. Initial subjects 

tend to nominate people that they know well. Because of this, it is highly possible that the 

subjects share the same traits and characteristics, thus, it is possible that the sample that the 

researcher will obtain is only a small subgroup of the entire population. This issue was 

considered and authors choose three to four people to refer to their chains having diverse 

background and knowledge as well as different nature of their social networks. Major sources 

responsible for chain generation were authors themselves, social media expert having chain of 

people with different background and age, and a student with non business background who 

referred the people to the survey. This was an effort to reduce the biasness associated with 

snow ball sampling otherwise. 

3.7 Data analysis  

An analysis of qualitative data normally contains three steps: a roughly description, 

systematization and categorization of the existing data to select the most important parts and 

at last, combining planning, collecting of data and analysis (Jacobsen, 2002). Empirical 

findings from the interviews of organization & social media experts were qualitative in 

nature, whereas results of questionnaires from social media marketing agencies and consumer 

survey were quantitative in nature and was categorized and tabulated. Ryen (2004) claims, it 

is necessary to put the empirical data into categories to make it possible to analyze. It is 

possible to categorize responses from the respondent into categories.  

Authors began searching for the analysis tools to be used and whether it is necessary to carry 

out a statistical analysis or not. Authors found out that these days leading-edge firms are 

relying less on traditional statistical analysis and more on what is called ―Contextual 

insight― which can be defined as observations drawn from data that resonates with an 

understanding of the business.  
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The basic idea being used is 

 

Business Context + Relevant Timely Data= Actionable Insight 

Source: Customer Experience Matters (http://experiencematters.wordpress.com) 

 

Businesses are full of scenarios where contextual insight is extremely important. While the 

traditional market research efforts are not going away, the rise of contextual insight will 

push market research organizations to change how they operate. Instead of delivering periodic 

reports, new-age market research organizations need to process data in a more continuous 

fashion, tailor reports and analysis for different roles across the organization and swap deep 

analytical skills for business skills. The reality is that most people in an 

organization have inadequate understanding of what‘s happening in the marketplace. 

Providing them with relevant data (that isn‘t necessarily statistically significant) will help 

them make better, faster decisions.  

Being authors we found out that contextual insight will be best for our research as we are 

focusing on getting the relevant information from multiple sources that is qualitative as well 

as quantitative, and it relies heavily on understanding the context and then providing the 

analysis. Moreover it is a case study and our analysis needs to be there providing the 

implications that are more good if contextual insight is considered. Authors mentioned earlier 

that questionnaire for the Warid Telecom was self designed by authors taking help of social 

media experts focusing on contextual factors more and finding approaches through which 

they can better analyze the findings in contextual analysis. This brought them with an 

approach ―Building Block approach‖ that is relevant with our theoretical framework and is 

better way to carry out contextual analysis. 

Building blocks were developed that when synergized represent the applied theoretical 

framework. There are three building blocks Organization, Social media marketing 

agencies, and customers considered to analyze the empirical findings and such an analysis 

will lead to answer the research questions posed in this thesis by separately analyzing the 

role of company, social media agencies and customers. To analyze the empirical findings, 

authors compared the empirical data collected from interviews (Telecom Company and social 

media marketing experts), questionnaires (social media marketing agencies) and consumer 

survey with the building blocks. The analysis through building blocks ultimately results in the 

application of the applied theoretical framework shown in figure (4).  
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Building Block 1:  

Data gathered through interview (qualitative) from the Telecom Company and interviews 

(qualitative) from the social media experts in the empirical findings section was compared 

with the organization related stages of the applied theoretical framework as shown by figure 

(6). 

 

 

 

 

                     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.6: Building Block for Data Analysis: Organization perspective regarding how to incorporate Social Media 

into integrated marketing communications (extracted from applied theoretical framework in this thesis) 
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companies. Social media marketing agencies know very well about what customers want and 

expect from social media and how their perspective can be used by organization to 

incorporate social media into integrated marketing communications for organization. Fig (7) 

depicts the building block 2 for social media agencies involvement for incorporation of social 

media into integrated marketing communications of an organization. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.8 Reliability and Validity 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.7: Building Block for Data Analysis: Social Media agencies perspective regarding how to incorporate Social 

Media into integrated marketing communications (extracted from applied theoretical framework in this thesis) 
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successful/unsuccessful incorporation. Empirical findings show what customer want and 

expect from social media and how their perspective can be used by organization to 

incorporate social media incorporation into integrated marketing communications for 

organization. Fig (8) depicts the building block 3 for consumer role in enabling organization 

to go for incorporation of social media into their integrated marketing communications. 
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Fig.8: Building Block for Data Analysis: Consumer perspective regarding how to incorporate Social Media into 

integrated marketing communications (extracted from applied theoretical framework in this thesis) 
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3.8 Reliability  

Reliability defines the measurement that other researchers can repeat the study done by the 

investigator, when they follow the same methods used in this thesis. As a result from this 

activity the researcher should come to the same result as this study. In order to achieve this, 

the processes and methods used in the study have to be documented carefully. Merriam 

(2009) underline the importance to guarantee the dependability of the data that have been 

collected. Authors are aware that human behavior is constantly changing. However, by using 

perspective of three main key players Telecom Company, Social Media marketing agencies 

and customers, authors intend to minimize the error in our study. Validity describes the 

degree of how effective the chosen measurements are in order to solve answer the posed 

research questions. Hüttner and Schwarting (2002) divide validity into two different 

segments, namely content and construct validity. Content validity defines the degree of how 

good the measures fit according to the purpose of the research, while construct validity 

evaluates the magnitude between a theoretical construct and an empirical data measurement.  

In order to ensure content validity, it has been ensured that interview for the Telecom 

Company, interview for the social media experts, questionnaires for the social media 

marketing agencies as well as consumer survey carry purpose. To construct Validity, it has 

been ensured that theoretical framework components are better implemented in empirical data 

collection. 

The measures used in this thesis have face validity, which means that survey and 

questionnaire reflect the concepts used. In the customer survey the participants are asked if 

they use social media and they were also asked for the frequency of usage which established 

concurrent validity.  

3.9 Ethical Issues in the Research  
 

Ethics are there to be followed for business researchers, because research can encounter many 

ethical issues as research passes through certain phases. Sometimes ethics might get difficult 

to follow because ethics can mean different to different people. Ethics of business research is 

the responsibilities of researcher to collect analyze data and report to their clients but perform 

duty under rights and obligation of researcher; it is a responsibility of researcher to conduct 

research material relevant and present the right information to the clients. In this research, the 

key ethical issues have been considered significant throughout the process of writing this 

thesis. The authors were responsible towards the society and their obligations as a researcher. 
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In this thesis, authors hold the responsibility that respondent‘s personal details, such as name 

and address, are only revealed to the researcher and no personal information is passed to any 

authority unknown to them. The primary data was collected by taking permission of 

participating Telecom Company and social media marketing agencies as well as consumers. 

Customers sample was reached through an event creation at Facebook (figure 5), so authors 

addressed participants concerns in the event information. The secondary data was properly 

referenced and all sources are given. The respondents agreed to participate faithfully in this 

research; they were fully informed about the research objectives. It was ensured that they 

respond honestly and follow all given instructions.  
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4. Empirical Findings 

This chapter demonstrates the empirical findings, collected through a consumer survey, 

questionnaires for Social Media agencies, and interviews of social media experts and Warid 

Telecom, Pakistan.  

 

4.1 The customers’ perspective 
 

In this section, the empirical data collected from the consumer perspective is presented. In the 

methodology (Chapter 3), how the authors proceeded for the consumer survey is summarized. 

Overall, 156 respondents answered the survey for the consumer perspective, named 

‗Consumer Survey: Incorporating Social Media into IMC, in Pakistani scenario. As it was 

intended for the general public, so to make it clear to understand authors titled the link as 

―Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, and Blogs) impact on marketing in Pakistan‖. Out of 156 

respondents 102 respondents completed the survey. The remaining 54 respondents have not 

answered all questions, which resulted in an incomplete observation and possible bias of the 

results. Therefore they are not considered. 66.7% of the respondents are males, and 34% were 

females. Exactly, 92.2% of the respondents belong to the age group 18-30, 5.9% percent to 

30-45, 1% belonged to younger than 18, and 1% to greater than 45.  

 

4.1.1 Involvement in Social Media 

Respondents are found to be involved in social media one way or another.  

 

Fig.9: Involvement in Social Media 
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Responses grading reveal that 24.5% of the people use social media just to share information 

and content. 32.4% said that they comment on shared and published items, post ratings % 

reviews sometimes. 35.3% responded that they not only publish, comment, but allow others to 

rate, comment and tag information. 7.8% responded that they use but don‘t interact. Figure (9) 

illustrates how people are involved in Social Media. 

4.1.2 Social Media Platform used in Pakistan (By platform) 

The responses revealed that out of 100% online users who responded from emails, link share 

on twitter and Facebook; 97.1% of the respondents use Facebook followed by YouTube 

69.6%, LinkedIn 29.4%, and Twitter 24.5%, and Blogs 19.6%, eBay/Amazon like e-market 

places by 6.9% and networks like MySpace by mere 3.9%. Figure (10) illustrates percentage 

of people involved in certain Social Media platform. 

 Fig.10: Social Media Platform used in Pakistan (By platform) 

 

4.1.3 Social Media Platform used at most in Pakistan (Frequency) 

As the table (2) illustrates, frequency was distributed among never, less than once a month, 

monthly, weekly, and daily. Authors got diverse range of responses, but to match with our 

research needs authors focused on presenting the prominent frequencies here which reveals 

that 88.2% of the people in Pakistan use Social Networking sites (Facebook, MySpace, Orkut, 

Google plus) daily. 39.2% of the people have not used Professional networks like LinkedIn 

ever in their life; still around 15% of the people use it monthly, less than a month or daily. 

47.1% of the respondents use Video sharing sites like YouTube daily, and 35.3% of the 

respondents use it weekly at least. There were interesting figures like 47.1% of the 
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respondents have never used Twitter and blogs, while roughly around 10% people use it now 

and then or at least once a month. For Photo sharing sites (flicker, picassa), Music sharing 

sites (Napster, Limewire), and Podcasts/RSS feeds: 50%, 57.8% and 59.8% have never used 

them respectively. In case of Collaborative websites like Wikipedia, responses revealed that 

33.3% use it weekly and 28.4% almost daily. 72.5% of the users have never used Virtual 

world sites like Second life; whereas 39.2% have never used Content sharing sites like scribd. 

 
Table.2: Social Media Platform used at most in Pakistan (Frequency) 

4.1.4 Importance given by individuals to have an account with Social Media Platforms 

Responses were taken through survey to know how much important (from most to the least), 

it is for customers to have an account with Social Media Platforms. Responses presented in 

the text are the prominent ones, whereas bar chart in the following figure illustrates the set of 

responses. Responses expose that 77.4% think it is most important for them to have an 

account with Social networking sites like Facebook, MySpace, Google plus. 55.9% think it is 

most important for them to have an account with Professional networking sites like LinkedIn. 

About 25% of the respondents think indifferently, or feel like it‘s not important to have an 

account with Twitter, Blogs. For Photo sharing sites (flicker, picassa), Music sharing sites 

(Napster, Limewire), and Podcasts/RSS feeds: responses revealed 20-30% importance 

distributed among indifferent, not important or least important respectively. In case of 

Collaborative websites like Wikipedia, responses revealed that 30.4% think these websites as 

important to them. 32.4% of the users think it is least important, and 30.4% think it is not 
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important to have an account with Virtual world sites like Second life; whereas a mix 

response ranging from 15-25% was seen for the importance of Content sharing sites like 

scribd. Findings are presented in table (3) 

 
Table.3: Importance given by individuals to have an account with Social Media Platforms 

 

4.1.5 Importance of the factors that stimulated trend towards using social media among 

individuals  

Responses were taken through survey to know how much important (from most to the least), 

are factors like parental fear for outdoor activities, Income & life style change, rise of 

bedroom culture, absence of leisure activities, appeal for enhanced user experience have led 

to stimulate importance of Social Media. Responses here takes and aggregates responses of 

important and most important categories, which reveal that income and lifestyle change got 

the maximum importance of 75.5%, followed by rise of bed room culture as 68.6%, appeal of 

enhanced user experience as 65.7%, absence of leisure activities as 57.9%, and parental fear 

for outdoor activities as 47%.  Table (4) illustrates importance of different factors stimulating 

individuals to go for Social Media. 
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Table.4: Importance of the factors that stimulated trend towards using social media among individuals 

 

4.1.6 Which of the following element of marketing communications engages you 

(customer) better? 

According to customers‘ opinion, 47% customers see social media as the best way to engage 

them towards a brand or association. Followed by advertising 23%, %, sales promotion 11%, 

personal selling by 8%, direct marketing by 4% and public relations by 7%. Figure (11) 

illustrates 

 

                                    Fig.11: Element of marketing communications engages you (customer) better 

 

4.1.7 Which of the following element of marketing communications is best for customer 

retention and loyalty? 

According to customers‘ opinion, 41% customers see social media as the best for customer 

rertention and loyalty. Followed by public relations 22%, sales promotion by 16%,  

advertising 7%, %, personal selling by 9%, and direct marketing by 5%.  Figure (12) 

illustrates 
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                        Fig.12: Element of marketing communications best for customer retention and loyalty  

 

4.1.8 Favorable to use, or not to use social media for organizations 

When asked organizations should use social media or not, 90.2% agreed with Yes, while 

3.9% disagreed and 5.9% were indifferent in their opinion. Figure (13) illustrates 

organizations should use Social Media or not. 

Fig.1 Fig.13: Favorable to use, or not to use social media for organizations 
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4.1.9 How companies should incorporate social media into integrated marketing 

communications (consumer opinion) 

When asked from consumers how they want organizations to incorporate social media into 

their integrated marketing communications, 59% supported incorporation as an extension/add 

on to traditional marketing elements where as 23% took social media as substitute of 

marketing elements and 18% favored that social media should be seen as replacement of 

traditional marketing elements. Figure (14) presents 

 
 

Fig.14: How companies should incorporate social media with integrated marketing communications (consumer opinion) 

 

4.1.10 Rate importance of following factors which attract customers to a company, 

brand, and association on Social media marketing sites. (Company can use this 

information while making strategy for social media incorporation) 

Factors that attract customers to a company, brand, association on Social media sites was 

rated by customers and ratings revealed that discount and promotions attract most by 82.4%, 

54.9% are attracted towards social media for showing their support for company to others, 

86.3% attracted as they want to stay informed about the activities of company, 83.4% 

attracted as they look to get update on company and its future products, 70.6% join for fun, 

entertainment, 75.5% join to get access to the exclusive content, 42.7% joined as someone 

recommended it to them, 77.6% attracted for education about company topics, and 79.4% 

were attracted towards interaction (share ideas, provide feedback). Table (5) presents 
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Table.5: Factors that attract customers to a company, brand, association on Social media sites 

 

4.1.11 Importance of the factors to be addressed while incorporating social media into 

integrated marketing communications 

Enquiring customers about importance of the factors to be addressed while incorporating 

social media into integrated marketing communications revealed customer relationship as 

most important with 75.5% followed by loyalty and retention with 68.6%, customer 

engagement with 65.7%, product development with 40.2%, and product awareness with 

31.7%, Table (6) presents:  

 

Table.6: Importance of the factors to be addressed while incorporating social media into integrated marketing 
communications 
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4.1.12 how much important are following factors favoring companies to go for Social 

Media incorporation into integrated marketing communications? 

When customers were asked about the significant factors driving telecom companies towards 

social media, they responded with freedom to share opinion as 81.3%, ease of 

communication/interaction with 84.3%, ability of people with common interests to make 

groups with common interest as 73.6%, user tendency to reveal as 75.5%, help in relationship 

and networking as 63.7%, and saving costs with 80.4%. Table (7) presents:  

 
Table.7: Importance of factors favoring companies to go for Social Media incorporation into integrated marketing 

communications 

 

4.1.13 Sources making customers aware about the product 

When asked about the sources which make individuals aware about the product, 92.2% opted 

that Television make them aware of the product, 75.5% respondents have opted in the favor 

outdoor advertisements and 67.6% & 50.0% opted that Newspaper &Magazines, and social 

media is more obvious source to make them aware of the product respectively. Figure (15) 

illustrates what are the sources which make individuals aware about the product. 
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 Fig.15: Sources making customers aware about the product 

4.1.14 Social Media tools companies or organizations should use to interact with 

customers (consumer preference) 

When asked about the social media tools that companies should use to interact with the 

customers, 93.1% customers opted that social media networks are favorable for interaction, 

48.0% of the customers opted for Business networks and video sharing, 38.2% of the 

customers prefer Blogs as an interaction tool while 19.6%, 8.8%, 11.8% and 6.9% of the 

customers prefer photo sharing, music sharing sites, podcasts and virtual world as an 

interaction tool. Figure (16) illustrates about Social Media tools that companies use for 

interaction.  

Fig.16: Social Media tools companies or organizations should use to interact with customers (consumer preference) 
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4.1.15 Organizations in Pakistan that customer believe managing a great marketing 

campaign through social media  

When customers were asked about mentioning the organizations that they are managing a 

great social media marketing campaign and attracting customers towards them, they reverted 

as shown in figure (17). Among Telecom Companies; Telenor was mentioned 12 times, Ufone 14 

times, Mobilink/Jazz 5 times, Warid Telecom (case company in this thesis) 2 times, and Zong 2 times. 

Among other brands; Nestle was mentioned 14 times, Unilever 13 times, Coca-Cola/coke 8 times, 

Proctor & Gamble 7 times, Pepsi 5 times followed by other brands as shown in figure. 

 

Fig.17: Organizations in Pakistan, customers believe managing a great marketing campaign through social media 

 

CITY CENTER, NESTLE, SYMBIOS,COKE, GUL AHMAD, MOTIFS, STYLO, LEVIS, UFONE, 

ITGENERATIONS, TELENOR, ENGRO FOODS, NESTLE, UNFPA, HSY,UFONE, MOBILINK, 

WARID TELECOM, HASHMI ISPAGHOL, GAYE SOAP,UNILEVER,INTER LOOP,STUDENT VISA 

AGENCIES,EMARKAZ, GOURMET BAKERIES , ATLAS HONDA, MILLAT TRACTORS, DESCON 

ENGINEERING, FAUJI FERTILIZER CO.  , LU , STATE LIFE INSURANCE,  GUL AHMED TEXTILE 

MILLS, NESTLE, SHIFA INTERNATIONAL HOSPITAL, AL-KARAM GROUP OF COMPANIES, 

BAHRIA TOWN, NISHAT GROUP, SAIGOL GROUP,CHENAB GROUP, PEPSICO, PAMPERS, 

LAYS, P&G AND UNILIVER PAKISTAN, COCACOLA, TELENOR, UFONE, NESTLE, HBL, 

UBL, UNILIVER, P&G, UBL, HBL, SURF EXCEL, COCACOLA, PEPSI, NESTLE, COKE (COKE 

STUDIO), PEPSI, STANDARD CHARTED, QUBEE ERD SOLUTIONS, UFONE, UFONE, HSY, 

DAAMAN, NAHEEDS',NESTLE & UNILIVER, FASHION DESIGNERS (MARIA B),NESTLE, 

OLPERS, JEWELERY DESIGNER, FASHION INDUSTRIES OF PAKISTAN LIKE KHADDI, HSY, 

KARMA, UFONE, ZONG, STYLO SHOES, METRO SHOES, DIOR, BURBERRY, P&G, TELENOR, 

DELL, INTEL, PANTENE, UFONE,TELENOR, TELENOR, UFONE, JAZZ, NOKIA, 

PAKGUNS,UFONE, FACEBOOK, TELENOR, NESTLE, LEVI'S, UFONE, ZONG, WARID, P & G, 

UNILIVER, TELENOR, OLPERS, PROCTER N GAMBEL, TELENOR, PIZZA HUT, GUL AHMAD, 

DEAL TODAY, PRICES.PK,MOBILINK,UBL, TELENOR, COCACOLA, TELENOR, 

LIPTON,COCACOLA, NESTLE NESVITA, NESTLE PURE LIFE, PEPSI,COCA COLA, NESTLE, 

LG, CITYFM89, BURGER HUB, UFONE, SUNSILK, KARMA, ALLE NOORA, CHEN ONE , JAZZ, 

STONEAGE, CROSS ROADS, BRAMERZ ETC, QNET, NESCAFE COFFEE NEW TASTE, UFONE, 

EASY PAISA (TELENOR), UNILEVER (SURF EXCEL), REXONA DATE WITH FATE (WASIM 

AKRAM), COKE, PAMPERS, CULLIGAN, EXPRESS TRIBUNE, DAWN, SMASHINGHUB, UFONE, 

HONDA, TOYOTA, INTEL PAKISTAN, LIPTON, DELL PAKISTAN, PONDS, NESTLE, NESTLE, 

,STYLO SHOES, STYLO, PAK WHEEL, PAYAM TRUST, I R NUSTIAN , TEDX, UNILEVER, SURF 

EXCEL, UFONE, TELENOR, SYMBIOS, UNILEVER,MOBILINK AND TELENOR, ARY DIGITAL 

DRAMAS, SKANS SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY,PTCL, UNILEVER PAKISTAN, DEWAN 

SALMAN FIBRE AND BAHIR HOUSING SCHEMES  

AMONG TELECOM COMPANIES; TELENOR WAS MENTIONED 12 TIMES, UFONE 14 

TIMES, MOBILINK/JAZZ 5 TIMES, WARID TELECOM (CASE COMPANY IN THIS THESIS) 2 

TIMES, AND ZONG 2 TIMES. 

AMONG OTHER BRANDS; NESTLE WAS MENTIONED 14 TIMES, UNILEVER 13 TIMES, 

COCA-COLA/COKE 8 TIMES, PROCTOR & GAMBLE 7 TIMES, PEPSI 5 TIMES 
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4.2 Social Media Agencies perspective 

 

In this section, the empirical data collected from the social media agencies perspective is 

presented. In the methodology (Chapter 3), how the authors proceeded for the data collection 

through getting questionnaires filled by social media agencies is summarized. There were 

eight social media marketing agencies, who responded to the questionnaire, titled 

‗Questionnaire for social media marketing agencies: Incorporating Social Media into IMC, in 

Pakistani scenario.  The empirical findings are presented below 

 

4.2.1 Major Goals of marketing communication considered by Marketing Agencies 

When a question regarding major goals of marketing communication that marketing agencies 

assists their clients was asked 62.5% of the marketing agencies reveal Brand Penetration as 

the major goal of marketing communication, 100% of the Marketing Agencies opted Brand 

Positioning as the major goal, 75% opted targeting specific customer group and Awareness & 

Recognition as the major goal of marketing communication while 87.5% of the marketing 

agencies reveal customer relationship and loyalty & retention as major goal of Marketing 

Communication. Figure (18) illustrates about the major goals of marketing communication 

social media marketing agency assists their clients in. 

 

 

Fig.18: Major Goals of marketing communication considered by Marketing Agencies 
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4.2.2 Age Group targeted best by Social Media  

When asked about  the age group targeted best by social media that will best suited for social 

presence of the company, 87.5 % marketing agencies opted that age group from 18-30 can be 

targeted best for social presence of the company while 12.5% reveal that younger than 18 

should be targeted  by social media for enhancing social presence.. Figure (19) illustrates 

about the age group targeted best by social media. 

 

Fig.19: Age Group targeted best by Social Media 

 

4.2.3 Significance of Social Media incorporation into integrated marketing 

communications of Telecom Companies 

When asked about what kind of channel Social Media should act for telecom companies in 

Pakistan, 50.0% of the social media marketing agencies were of view that social media should 

acts as secondary channel for telecom companies, 12.54% of the social media marketing 

agencies think that social media should act as primary channel while 37.5% of the marketing 

agencies think that it depends on the case and its totally contingent on the situation to use 

social media as primary or secondary channel. Figure (20) illustrates about kinds of channel 

Social Media should act for telecom companies in Pakistan. 
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Fig.20: Organizations in Pakistan, customers believe managing a great marketing campaign through social media 

 

4.2.4 How much integrated are Social Media agencies for incorporation of social media 

into integrated marketing communications 

When asked about where your company stands in terms of social media usage, 50.0% of the 

social media marketing agencies were partially integrated, 25% of the social media marketing 

agencies are fully integrated and 25% of the social media marketing agencies not integrated. 

Figure (21) illustrates the company position in terms of social media usage for marketing 

 

 

Fig.21: How much integrated are Social Media agencies for incorporation of social media into integrated 

marketing communications 

4.2.5 Social Media in Pakistan lies at which stage as a source for propagating business? 

When asked about where social media stands as a medium for propagating business, 12.5% of 

the social media marketing agencies were of view that social media as platform lies at 
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inauguration stage, 62.5% revealed social media to be at Institutionalization stage where as 

25% think that there is still much to be achieved and as a medium it is still under adoption. 

Figure (22) illustrates the stages considered in Pakistan as a media for propagating business.  

Fig.22: Social Media in Pakistan lies at which stage as a source for propagating business 

 

4.2.6 Risk involved in launching online social media campaign (by incorporating social 

media into integrated marketing communications) 

When asked about the risk involved in launching an online social media campaign as 

compared to offline traditional marketing campaign, 75.0% of the social media marketing 

agencies were of the view that less risk is associated, 25% of the social media marketing 

agencies were off the view that it depends case to case and no social media marketing 

agencies was in favor of any risk associated with the case. Figure (23) illustrates asked about 

the risk involved in case of social media campaign as compared to traditional offline 

campaign.  
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Fig.23: Risk involved in launching online social media campaign 

 

4.2.7 How companies should incorporate social media with integrated marketing 

communications (social media marketing agency opinion)? 

When social media marketing agencies were asked about how companies should incorporate 

social media with integrated marketing communications. They responded with favoring Social 

Media marketing as an extension/add on to traditional marketing elements by 59%, Social 

Media marketing as substitute of traditional marketing elements by 23% and Social Media 

marketing as replacement of traditional marketing elements by 18%. Figure (24) illustrates 

responses 

 
Fig.24: How companies should incorporate social media with integrated marketing communications (social media marketing 

agency opinion) 
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How do you want companies to think regarding Social media as compared to traditional 
marketing channels, while incorporating social media marketing into their integrated 

marketing communications?

Social Media marketing as 
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Social Media marketing as 
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marketing elements
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4.2.8 Best Suited Social media marketing platform for Pakistani Telecom companies 

(used at most to least by Social media marketing agencies in Pakistan). 

When enquired about which social media platform is best suited in case of Pakistan Telecom 

companies considering current and future needs, 100.0% of the social media marketing 

agencies were in favor of using Facebook as a best suited platform, 75% of the social media 

marketing agencies were in favor of each YouTube and twitter, 37.5% of the social media 

marketing agencies consider Blogs as a best suited platform, 12.5% of the social media 

marketing agencies were of the opinion that Flicker is a best suited platform for considering 

current and future needs while none of the social media marketing agency was in favor to 

consider My Space, Second Life and E-bay as a platform. Figure ( ) illustrates different social 

media platform is best suited in case of Pakistan Telecom companies as discussed above. 

 

Table.8: Best Suited Social media marketing platform for Pakistani Telecom companies (used at most to least by Social 
media marketing agencies in Pakistan). 

 

4.2.9 Main benefits for incorporating social media into integrated marketing 

communications of Telecom Companies 

Enquiring social media agencies about the main benefits for incorporating social media into 

integrated marketing communications of telecom companies revealed customer engagement 

& learning customer preferences with 100% supporting its importance, followed by direct 

customer communications 87.5%, speed of feedback with 87.5% , low cost with 75%, ability, 

brand building with 87.5% ,credibility with 75% and reach also with 75%. Table (9) presents:  
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Table.9: Main benefits for incorporating social media into integrated marketing communications of Telecom Companies 

 

4.2.10 Importance of significant factors, driving Telecom Companies towards social 

media incorporation into integrated marketing communications 

When social media agencies were asked about the significant factors driving telecom 

companies towards social media, they responded with freedom to share opinion as 87.5%, 

ease of communication/interaction with 87.5%, ability of people with common interests to 

make groups with common interest as 85.7%, user tendency to reveal as 62.5%, help in 

relationship and networking as 62.5%, and saving costs with 50%. Table (10) presents:  

 

Table.10: Importance of significant factors, driving Telecom Company towards social media incorporation into integrated 

marketing communications 
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4.3 Findings from Interviews with Social Media Experts 

Interview with the social media experts like Mr. Hammad Siddiqui and Ashraf Chowdry was 

done, which revealed a lot that can be considered by Telecom Companies in Pakistan 

regarding how to incorporate social media into integrated marketing communications. The 

main points that came out of the interviews are presented. 

Social media is taking some time to grow in Pakistan as marketers are avoiding it and waiting 

for the time when it becomes a market requirement. And some marketers think its merits are 

less than its demerits as he quotes ―It is inherently pandemic, pervasively sporadic, 

questionably epidemic, definitely invasive on privacy, reflective of a street culture, if you 

bring the street culture; you lose the discipline in an organization. Social Media needs to be 

managed with discipline; its merits are less than its demerits for an enterprise.‖ Ashraf 

Chowdry quotes that one of the major reason making marketers avoid social media is that the 

glamour associated with traditional IMC has a charm for marketers, and if they move towards 

social media, marketing field will lose that charm for them. Social media as an inexpensive 

medium will over take some of the campaigns resulting in damaging the glamour and charm 

associated with the field of marketing. 

There is no doubt that Social Media is changing the way information and knowledge is shared 

in real time. Things are happening much faster, and innovations and improvements are 

literally every minute.  

It depends on the campaign, sometimes especially in case of new product launch, social media 

can be a better medium. Facebook and Youtube are the most popular media in Pakistan, while 

twitter, blogs and linked are still making their way. 

Also the fact is we all love technology and enjoys the whole social media scene, but truly 

speaking not everyone understands it completely. For example how many use Facebook as 

a business tool?  Global trends are certainly changing, but with much slower pace in countries 

with low income level, hence in such countries, radical change might take much longer as 

compared to North America and Europe. The truth is ―if you fail to keep up with changing 

social media trends, you might be out of business soon!‖ In my views, the snowball is rolling, 

it is your choice either to become part of it, or just ignore and curse yourself after five years. 

4.4 Findings of Interview with Representative of Warid Telecom, Pakistan 

Interview with the representative of Mr. Shaham Saeed Warid Telecom, Pakistan revealed a 

lot about how Warid Telecom, Pakistan is taking social media incorporation  Lately, no 

measures have been taken since hardly any campaign has been launched on post paid and pre 
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paid brands. With the competition growing more aggressive in the industry, now steps are 

being taken to incorporate social media into integrated marketing communications to cater all 

marketing segments. 

Online & Social Media department is being incorporated under the Marketing 

Communications department by next quarter. Social media tool's segmentation was 

discovered somewhat lately globally while it was being ignored due to lack of knowledge and 

research in Pakistan, but with the passage of time, its importance is being recognized and 

multinationals are taking it as a separate tool for integrated marketing altogether. Social media 

and online media marketing is a very cost effective tool to cater and cover a different 

audience. Events and brand activation initiatives need to be treated separately. As I told you 

before, initiative has already been taken and social media marketing will be treated as a 

preferred promotion channel before the end of 2011. Social networks and viral marketing is 

an attractive medium considering the present scenario of Warid Telecom, which is already 

catering almost 19 Million customers in Pakistan. Social media channel needs to be managed 

completely by the online media and social media agencies instead of companies interacting 

directly with the customers. As far as this is ensured, there is no harm incorporating social 

media into integrated marketing communications. Social media should just be considered as 

an addition to the major above the line (ATL) and below the line (BTL) initiatives taken by 

the company for brand promotion and campaign launches. They can‘t be used as a substitute 

or to implement the major marketing campaigns. 
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5. Analysis 

The fifth chapter focuses on analyzing the empirical findings and is connected to the applied 

theoretical framework. 

 

5.1 Building Block 1: Telecom Company and Social media marketing experts 

Data gathered through interview (qualitative) from the Telecom Company and interviews 

(qualitative) from the social media experts in the empirical findings section was compared 

with the organization related stages of the applied theoretical framework as shown by figure 

(31).  

 

 

 

 

                     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31: Building Block for Data Analysis: Organization perspective regarding how to incorporate Social 
Media into integrated marketing communications (extracted from applied theoretical framework in this thesis) 

 

5.1.1 Perspective of Warid Telecom, Pakistan  
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of Warid Telecom, which is at stage of planning social media incorporation as displayed in 

the figure (31). So they want to know how to incorporate social media into integrated 

marketing communications. Following this thesis can be quite beneficial for them. 

Interview with the representative of Warid Telecom, Pakistan revealed that hardly any 

campaign has been launched on post paid and prepaid brands. This is due to the fact that 

company thinks social media incorporation as a complex task and is not willing to invest 

(Mohan Nair, 2011). The competition is getting aggressive in the industry, now steps are 

being taken to incorporate social media into integrated marketing communications to cater all 

marketing segments (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). The company plans to take social media 

marketing section ―Online & Social Media section‖ by the next quarter. This means the need 

for social media incorporation into their integrated marketing communications is being felt. 

(Steltzner, 2009). Social media and online media marketing is a very cost effective tool to 

cater and cover a different audience. The perspective of Warid Telecom was firm on the point 

that events and traditional brand activation initiatives like advertising, sales promotion, direct 

marketing, need to be treated separately. Social networks and viral marketing is an attractive 

medium considering the present scenario of Warid Telecom, which is already catering almost 

19 Million customers in Pakistan. The interview findings also revealed companies are 

avoiding to take social media marketing on their own, as representative was of view that 

social media channel needs to be managed completely by the online media and social media 

marketing agencies, instead of companies interacting directly with the customers. As far as 

this is ensured, there is no harm incorporating social media into integrated marketing 

communications.  

The opinion clearly revealed that Warid Telecom wants social media to be considered as an 

addition to the traditional integrated market initiatives taken by the company for brand 

promotion and launching of marketing campaigns (Drury, 2008, pp.274). They can‘t be used 

as a substitute or as a replacement for the major marketing campaigns. Warid Telecom knows 

about their priorities regarding social media, opinion of social media marketing experts can be 

really beneficial to find way to successful planning considering all aspects.   

5.1.2 Perspective of Social media marketing experts in Pakistan  

Authors can analyze from the perspective of social media experts the way who companies can 

go for incorporation social media into their integrated marketing communications. Global 

trends are certainly changing, but with much slower pace in countries with low income level, 

hence in such countries, radical change might take much longer as compared to North 

America and Europe. Like other 3
rd

 world countries, Social media is taking some time to grow 
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in Pakistan as marketers are avoiding it and waiting for the time when it becomes a market 

requirement (PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), 2009; BuddeComm & Chiltern Magazine 

Services Ltd. (BCMSL), 2009). According to social media experts, there is no doubt that 

Social Media is new arena for marketing communication and changing the way information 

and knowledge is shared in real time (Steltzner, 2009). Things are happening much faster, and 

innovations and improvements are literally every minute.  

It depends on the campaign, sometimes especially in case of new product launch, social media 

can be a better medium. Facebook and Youtube are the most popular media in Pakistan, while 

twitter, blogs and linked are still making their way. 

Social media experts suggested that Telecom companies like Warid Telecom can take benefit 

by incorporating social media into their integrated marketing communications as Warid 

Telecom is currently having the weakest marketing communications among all Telecom 

companies in Pakistan. So Warid Telecom, by carefully planning and executing can use social 

media to a great advantage. Some important social media characteristics for the Pakistani 

Telecom industry, for companies going for Social Media Incorporation are presented (Insight 

analysis of fan pages of telecom companies at social mediums: Authors own presentation with 

the data available from a social media expert). This representation helps reader to understand 

the actual contextual insight of social media in Pakistan. 

The age distribution of users at Facebook from Pakistan, according to statistics at June 30, 

2011 shows that 76% of the population is majorly youth ranging from 18-34 years. These 

statistics showed authors with a clear gap because when asked from representative of Telecom 

Company, the response was that best age group to target by use of social media marketing is 

30-45. So while incorporating social media into IMC, it should be at high priority to consider 

the right age group best for targeting through social media.  

 
Fig.25: User age distribution on Facebook in Pakistan, by June 30, 2011 
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Statistics moreover show that Gender distribution of Facebook users in Pakistan is 68% males 

and 32% females at Facebook. So Telecom companies need to understand this fact that social 

media should be incorporated in a way it considers ethics associated with genders in Pakistan. 

 

Fig.26: Gender distribution on Facebook in Pakistan, by June 30, 2011 
 

Social media was started for connecting people and businesses with their customers, all over 

the world. In this globalization age, all cellular companies are penetrating in market by usage 

of social media, in addition to conventional communication channels. Social media tools 

include: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and LinkedIn. Have a look at stats of fans at Facebook 

pages for all cellular companies: Warid Telecom, Pakistan needs to look deep into this issue 

and decide for social media incorporation as soon as possible as statistics show a clear and 

evident gap in number of Facebook fans associated with Warid Telecom as compared to other 

companies. 

 
Fig.27: Fans at Facebook pages of telecom companies, by June 30, 2011 
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Further segmentation of cellular companies and their Facebook fan page crowd, shows Warid 

Telecom nowhere as the page they developed for their segment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig.28: Fans at Facebook on segment of telecom companies, by June 30, 2011 
 

It‘s obvious that Ufone has surpassed all other operators – and the apparent reason is that they 

are operating with one page for all sub-brands, unlike Telenor and Mobilink, who have pages 

for various segments. After an overwhelming response on Ufone fan page, Djuice page is 

pretty populous among youth for presenting distinctive activities, such as competitions, prizes 

and so on. Zong also has crowd of sizable fans on different channels. Message for Warid: It‘s 

time to rethink and take an upturn by launching official fan pages at different channels, and 

arranging online activities through irrepressible contests and advertisements; for generating 

rapid traffic on it. Now take a quick view at twitter fans in Pakistan: 

                  
Fig.29: Fans following at Twitter, by June 30, 2011 

 

Following is the YouTube subscribers‘ stat: As per stats in figure 30, Ufone shines over 

YouTube, mainly due to its advertisements. 
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Fig.30: Fans following on YouTube, by June 30, 2011 

 

Analysis summarized: Building block 1 

Keeping in check the need of social media incorporation and priorities associated with it, 

Warid Telecom needs to think of points raised by the Social media marketing experts. The 

next step for Warid Telecom will be to create a section to run social media themselves or hire 

social media agency that designs a social media presence needed to content generation and 

sharing by both user and organization. Warid Telecom seems to favor the role of social media 

marketing agencies and want to use social media section under marketing department just for 

supervising or directing the social media marketing agencies (Belch & Belch, 2004). This 

looks like a good idea, but before really applying this, Warid Telecom needs to measure the 

pros and cons of this idea. The features of the presence may include fan page, applications, 

social media presence at array of social media channels like Warid Telecom should go for 

presence on multi channels at the same time like Facebook, blogs, twitter, stumble & 

LinkedIn (Eley & Tilley, 2009). Incorporation of Social media into integrated marketing 

communications was considered very important, which supports the importance of 

understanding of social media as a hybrid element of marketing communication (Mangold 

and Faulds, 2009). Social media site developers can be hired to create a presence keeping in 

concern the customer demands and market requirements, moreover presence should be able to 

cater market for which it is designed. These points are also consistent with the points raised in 

Original Internet value chain for user-created content (Fig.2). These were some of the points 

that represent how to incorporate social media into integrated marketing communications 

from perspective of Telecom Company and social media experts. This sets down in points, 

how Telecom Company wants to incorporate it as well as the suggestions by the social media 

experts.  
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5.2 Building Block 2: Based on feedback of Social media marketing agencies  

Data gathered through questionnaire (quantitative) from the Social media marketing agencies 

in the empirical findings section was compared with the stage in the applied theoretical 

framework figure (32) that involves hired social media marketing agencies to develop social 

media incorporation into integrated marketing communications for organization. Empirical 

findings show the role of social media marketing agencies regarding if organizations are 

currently going for Social media usage in Pakistan, and how they think social media can be 

incorporated into integrated marketing communications of organizations like telecom 

companies. Social media marketing agencies know very well about what customers want and 

expect from social media and how their perspective can be used by organization to 

incorporate social media into integrated marketing communications for organization. 

All Social media agencies are mostly contacted by companies to assist them in a social media 

for various reasons, the note worthy are brand positioning customer relationship, retention and 

loyalty. Social media marketing agencies quoted 18-30 age groups as the best age group to be 

targeted by social media, whereas Warid Telecom representative quoted best age group as 30-

45, which clearly shows that either company wants to use social media for age group 30-45, 

or they are still lacking understanding of social media. When asked about what kind of 

channel Social Media should act for telecom companies in Pakistan, 50.0% of the social 

media marketing agencies were of view that social media should acts as secondary channel 

for telecom companies. This proves that social media should be incorporated as an add-on to 

traditional integrated marketing communications, and not as a primary channel (Drury, 2008, 

pp.274). 25% of the Social media marketing agencies mentioned that they are fully integrated. 

It means that still there is a gap in social media expertise among marketing agencies in 

Pakistan. So if Warid Telecom plans to hire a social media agency to run their social media 

presence across multiple channels, then fully integrated social media marketing agencies 

should be considered instead of hiring half integrated agency taking risk. Social media 

agencies were of the view that if planned rightly, then social media holds less risk as 

compared to traditional integrated marketing communication channels. 

Social media marketing agencies were also of the same view that Social Media marketing 

should be taken as an extension/add on to traditional marketing elements not as substitute or 

replacement of traditional marketing elements (Drury, 2008, pp.274). Enquiring social media 

agencies about the main benefits for incorporating social media into integrated marketing 

communications of telecom companies revealed customer engagement & learning customer 

preferences as the major benefits of using social media. The significant factors driving 
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individuals towards social media are freedom to share opinion, ease of 

communication/interaction and ability of people with common interests to make groups with 

common interest. 

Analysis summarized: Building block 2  

Social media marketing agencies act as hired agencies for marketing campaigns done through 

social media marketing channels. Mostly companies trust on social media agencies to run and 

operate their social media presence. The role of Social media marketing agencies if compared 

with the role in the proposed model is to run social media presence, creating and sharing 

content that generates word of mouth for the company. This is also indicated by Qualman 

(2011), who states that social media helps word of mouth communication to spread 

information at a high speed to a global audience and has ‗viral‘ aspects. The empirical 

findings support this statement. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 32: Building Block for Data Analysis: Social Media agencies perspective regarding how to incorporate 

Social Media into integrated marketing communications (extracted from applied theoretical framework in this 

thesis) 
Warid Telecom should consider points raised by the Social media marketing agencies. The 

content generated and shared will get a multiplier effect and then social media presence will 

become active with user generating a lot of content (fig.4). At this stage, there is needed a 

careful administration of the social media presence and social media marketing agency 

running social media presence is responsible for answering minor queries and major queries 

are forwarded to marketing department to take relevant action.  

5.3 Building Block 3: Based on Customers feedback 

Data gathered through questionnaire (quantitative) from the Customers in the empirical 

findings section was compared with the stage in the applied theoretical framework figure (4) 

that involves consumer generating and sharing content ultimately leading the way for 

successful/unsuccessful incorporation. Consumer role in forcing organization to go for 

incorporation of social media into their integrated marketing communications is now clear 
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with the responses got through customer survey. Responses reveal Facebook as the most 

preferred social media platform followed by YouTube (FedEx/ Ketchum Social Media 

Benchmarking Study, 2010), LinkedIn and Twitter.  Prominent frequencies reveals that 88.2% 

of the people in Pakistan use Social Networking sites (Facebook, MySpace, Orkut, Google 

plus) daily. 47.1% of the respondents use Video sharing sites like YouTube daily, and 35.3% 

of the respondents use it weekly at least. There were interesting figures like 47.1% of the 

respondents have never used Twitter and blogs, while photo sharing sites (flicker, picassa), 

music sharing sites (Napster, Limewire), and Podcasts/RSS feeds were unknown to more than 

half of the respondents.  

Responses expose that 77.4% think it is most important for them to have an account with 

Social networking sites like Facebook. Importance of Social Media was found to be 

stimulated by lifestyle change, rise of bed room culture, appeal of enhanced user experience, 

absence of leisure activities and parental fear for outdoor activities as minimum of 47% 

response rate came to any factor (Livingstone& Bovill, 1999). Customers see social media as 

the better way to engage, as well as to retain them loyal towards a brand or association than 

traditional integrated marketing communication elements like advertising sales promotion, 

personal selling, direct marketing, and public relations. Customers also see social media as an 

as an extension/add on to traditional marketing elements which supports social media 

incorporation into integrated marketing communications.  

When asked about the sources which make individuals aware about the product, 92.2% opted 

for Television; outdoor advertisements 67.6% & 50.0% opted for Newspaper &Magazines, 

and social media as more obvious source to make them aware of the product respectively.  

93.1% customers opted that social media networks like Facebook are favorable for 

interaction, 48.0% of the customers opted for Business networks and video sharing, 38.2% of 

the customers prefer as an interaction tool. Figure (16) illustrates about Social Media tools 

that companies use for interaction. When customers were asked about mentioning the 

organizations that they think, are managing a great social media marketing campaign and 

attracting customers towards them, Warid Telecom was just mentioned by 2 respondents 

compared with more than 10 for Telenor and Ufone. 
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Fig.33: Building Block for Data Analysis: Consumer perspective regarding how to incorporate Social Media into 

integrated marketing communications (extracted from applied theoretical framework in this thesis) 
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Analysis summarized: Building block 3  

Comparing the empirical findings with the theoretical framework applied in this thesis and 

more specifically comparing it with the relevant stage as specified in figure 33 enable 

customers to generate and share content on the basis of their association with a particular 

brand or association. The empirical findings disclose indicators that the way consumer are 

receiving and reacting to market information has changed as mentioned by Rashtchy, Kessler, 

Bieber, Shindler, & Tzeng (2007). The role of organization was limited to providing 

customers with the technological base for social media presence, and then to provide 

customers with a department/social media agency running and monitoring the social media 

presence and answering the queries. Moreover, the theory literature stresses that the Internet 

and social media become a source of consumer-sponsored communications (Nielsen, 2009; 

Rashtchy, Kessler, Bieber, Shindler, & Tzeng, 2007) and social media is thereby perceived as 

a more reliable source of communication than company initiated communication. Warid 

Telecom should consider points raised by the consumers through survey regarding why they 

are attracted towards social media and what they want to see from companies engaged in 

social media. This will help Warid Telecom in applying perspectives to framework with how 

social media can be incorporated into marketing communications and how customers look 

social media incorporation. 
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6. Conclusions 

The sixth chapter concludes the results of the thesis to answer the research questions and the 

purpose of the study. Future research scope & marketing implications for Telecom Industry in 

Pakistan are discussed. At last but not the least, Authors have come up with the reflections of 

learning throughout the thesis. 

 

6.1 Conclusion & Marketing Implications regarding how to incorporate Social Media 

into integrated marketing communications, for the Telecom Industry in Pakistan 

(Contextual conclusion) 

The main objective of this thesis is to enable understanding of the phenomenon of 

incorporation of social media into integrated marketing communications of an organization. 

To reach this goal two research questions are examined, first taking the perspective of 

multiple actors involved in social media marketing phenomenon Company (Warid Telecom, 

Social media experts, social media agencies, and customers, along with the development of a 

framework to answer how to incorporate social media marketing into integrated marketing 

communications. Moreover, how this understanding of incorporation can help companies in 

improving their marketing communications.  

RQ1: Perspectives of Warid Telecom, Social media experts, social media marketing 

agencies and customers regarding social media incorporation into integrated marketing 

communications: 

By examining the research questions first, perspectives of Warid Telecom, social media 

experts, social media marketing agencies and customers regarding social media as a medium 

for marketing communications were analyzed. Empirical findings and the analysis show 

clearly a trend towards social media incorporation into integrated marketing communications. 

The applied analytical model highlights the ―organization‖, planning for social media and 

research question ―how to incorporate‖, is answered with the help of relating opinion of social 

media experts, social media marketing agencies, and customers. The responses got through 

primary data collection gives enough evidences to Telecom Company for taking up social 

media incorporation into their integrated marketing communications. 

The major results showed that Warid Telecom (Organization) as well as social media experts 

and agencies were in favor of incorporating social media as an extension/addition to 

traditional integrated marketing communications rather than taking it as a substitute or 
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replacement. Whereas customer feedback clearly revealed that social media is the best way to 

target them, and responses showed the reasons for which companies should go for 

incorporating social media into integrated marketing communications. The empirical findings 

and analysis shows that customers can be better engaged with the help of social media as 

compared to advertising, sales promotion, public relations, direct marketing and personal 

selling. But it does not mean that organization can just solely focus on social media. Although 

it is better, but still all market segments cannot be targeted by use of traditional marketing.  

Opinions and responses covering all the relevant dimensions can be used to make integrated 

marketing communications plan that uses social media to improve marketing communications 

of an organization.   

RQ2-How to incorporate social media into integrated marketing communication based 

on the perspectives in RQ1 and ultimately how marketing communication can be 

improved? 

For companies like Warid Telecom operating in Pakistan, Marketing managers need to start 

working aggressively on incorporation of social media for potential market segments, whose 

needs and wants can be catered by incorporation of social media marketing into IMC. 

Moreover, the building blocks presented in analysis can be used separately if needed to 

consider the role of separate entities like company, social media agencies or customer, but it‘s 

better to take them all together so that the strategy becomes better integrated.  

As per statistics of March 2011, 20,431,000 people were internet users in Pakistan. In other 

words till march 2011 internet penetration relative to population was 10.9%. While 

concluding the results of research it has to be noted that data collection in this research was 

mainly internet based, which means that results and findings of this research is highlighting 

the opinions of literate, educated 10.9% consumers who are able to use internet. Still 89.1% of 

Pakistanis are unaware of internet, knowing this fact any marketing campaign cannot ignore 

importance of traditional IMC.  

As far as telecom industry in Pakistan is concerned, according to 2011 statistics 131 million 

out of 187 million population are mobile (telecom) users, this mobile user population makes 

up around 70% of total population of Pakistan which shows a great gap as internet penetration 

in Pakistan is just 10%, proving that still there is a large segment of existing as well as 

potential customers of telecom companies who are unaware of use of social media. But they 

want to receive as well as share information regarding products of telecom sector. So 
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importance of traditional marketing mix to cater this segment cannot be ignored in Pakistani 

market. 

Results and finding of this research cannot be generalized totally in current days. However 

there are certain market statistics that are consistent with the findings of the research raising 

the importance of social media incorporation. Pace of internet penetration is very high as 

shown by statistics: 48000 Pakistani broadband internet users in 2007, with a dramatic 

increase to 1.5million Pakistani broadband internet users in 2011. Moreover, internet is 

penetrating dramatically among mobile users also. So in coming years need and importance of 

incorporating social media into IMC for telecom industry will increase and outcomes of this 

research will get more generalize able with an increase in internet penetration in Pakistan. 

Alongside the growth of blogging, Facebook has captured the imagination of the young 

Pakistanis. With an estimated 4 million users, it is a critical space for networking, information 

sharing and virtual meet-ups. In a country where mixing of opposite genders is still not widely 

approved, social networking allows for interaction. In many ways, internet is largely open. 

Outside the confines of elitist clubs, schools and segregated formal world, internet minimizes 

class and status barriers. Social media is on the rise and has given voice to the otherwise 

ignored youth of Pakistan. Incidentally two thirds of Pakistan‘s population is under the age of 

26. In the years to come, as Internet embeds into simple handsets, and Internet usage 

increases, an urbanized Pakistan and a dynamic social media will be major agents of socio-

political transformation. 

Marketing implications are based on statistics provided by 
http://webstudio.ciopakistan.com/2011/06/18/social-media-scene-in-pakistan-version-1-0/ 

http://www.indexmundi.com/pakistan/demographics_profile.html. 

 

6.2 Future research 

The area of social media is a current topic, which is developing fast and has its own dynamics. 

There are various perspectives and aspects to consider while approaching this topic in the 

marketing communication context. While conducting this study there appeared some areas 

that are worthy to investigate. These included Social media and new product development, 

Social Media Marketing- agency vs. in-house social media department, organizations 

resistance to adopt social media, Can Social media be taken as a part of Public relations in 

traditional integrated marketing communications. Social media landscape is changing rapidly, 
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therefore, no final statement could be made here, and further research should comprehend 

further. 

6.3 Reflection on Learning by Authors 

We have learned a lot while writing this master‘s thesis. From the first stage of the thesis, the 

learning curve started to rise. Choosing ―Social Media phenomenon and its incorporation into 

integrated marketing communications‖ was something that we both authors wanted to know. 

Being Facebook and social media addicts, it was quite interesting for us as authors to know 

why companies these days are making social media as a part of their marketing 

communications. Social media incorporation into integrated marketing communication is an 

emerging global phenomenon for marketers all over the world, what attracted us the most for 

choosing this topic is to get into depth of this phenomenon taking this with a case from our 

own country, our homeland Pakistan. Choosing Pakistan was done intentionally, as Pakistani 

population is on rapid advancements in the use of Social media marketing platforms, but still 

companies hesitate to target customers through social media. 

I can say that the main idea of the chosen topic emerged when we had a course name Creative 

marketing taught by Desalegn Abraha (Ph.D.). During that course, our team was given a 

project by ―Cejn, AB‖ to develop web strategy for them as well as peeping into social media 

marketing option. Furthermore, I participated in the course named Internet marketing by 

Aihie Osarenkhoe (Ph.D.), which developed my interest towards taking social media related 

topic in thesis.  

During the introductory stage, we looked for the available literature and research gap 

regarding social media incorporation into integrated marketing communications. Further we 

developed theoretical framework to answer the research question. Our knowledge has 

increased while searching for related marketing literature in the scope of social media 

marketing, integrated marketing communications, user generated content, social media 

marketing in Pakistan. It helped us a lot in formulating the proper purpose and research 

questions of this study.  

Next task in the development of thesis was to search for required respondents which would 

agree to participate in this research. It was really time consuming, but lot of learning was 

associated with it. We contacted about 30 social media marketing companies in Pakistan that 

was something which enabled us to know the marketing agencies in Pakistan marketing 

through social media. We had to demonstrate proficiency in writing the cover letter to 
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companies and communicating with them in a proper manner. Finally, the research for 

companies ended with a representative from Warid Telecom,(case company), 8 social media 

agencies, 2 marketing experts, 102 consumers and contacts made to results of three companies 

which were willing to participate in this study. 

Moreover, the process of collection of data was also challenging, because we were covering 

perspective of four parties, Telecom Company, social media marketing experts, social media 

marketing agencies, and consumers. We gained more experience in using survey data 

collection websites such as ―www.surveymonkey.com‖. The project was challenging due to 

the variety of respondents used, and the interest in a chosen topic encouraged us to work 

every day with full commitment. While reading many textbooks and scientific journals, we 

managed to get deepen knowledge related to internet marketing, social media marketing and 

research methods.  

The entire qualitative analysis of the findings was really demanding. It was the first time we 

had to encounter mix of qualitative and quantitative analysis. We analyzed by linking 

theoretical framework and findings, because it is a crucial aspect in the evaluation of thesis. 

Due to the case study design, the empirical data were sufficient to draw relevant conclusion. 

Telecom Company & social media marketing experts, Social media marketing agencies, and 

customers were firstly analyzed separately and later the conclusion was drawn based on 

integrating the building blocks as mentioned in the data analysis section of the methodology. 

It was really consuming process; took a great effort to merge all issues and ideas into a 

coherent research. 

The conclusion combined all the main points in this research and the results were based on 

findings and its analysis. While writing the conclusion, we referred back to the problem and 

research questions stated at the beginning of this thesis. Recommendations were included 

because they were appropriate in the scope of this thesis. 

We are really glad to find each other as a thesis partner. The cooperation and the process of 

writing were bit messy sometime as one of us is without much practical experience and other 

has some experience, but overall it resulted in looking at issues from a broader perspective. 

We shared our observations and tried to draw form them conclusions. Thesis in group helped 

us how to be a part of the group. Further, this ability will be very helpful for both of us in 

future career. The brainstorming sessions and mutual communication were really fruitful and 

beneficial for work progressing. Moreover, while participating in seminars and interactive 

sessions, we have learned a lot from our professors and multi cultural students. Our skills 
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enhanced by cooperating with different people at different level of thesis. All comments and 

suggestions were really helpful and increase the quality of this research. 

While writing the thesis, we had opportunity to apply theoretical knowledge into practical 

way. It was an excellent opportunity to work on things from academic perspective, and we 

learned a lot in it. ―We always hated research thinking it as a boring, formal and monotonous 

work to do. But this research gave us a lesson that sometimes practical view of looking things 

is not enough and we conclude research enabled us to understand the science, and practical 

thing enabled to understand the ―art‖. 
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Appendix A 

 

Interview Questions for Telecom Company 

 

1. What are the measures Warid Telecom is intentionally taking for incorporating Social 

Media into integrated marketing communications? We want to know about if there are 

any official campaigns through Social media like official fan page at twitter/Facebook, 

Facebook apps etc. "Glow" has an official page, and we know about it, but could not 

find any page that is covering Warid 360 degree.  

2. Keeping in mind, the rising importance of Social media; do you think there is a need 

for taking it as a new part of your communication department? e.g. create Social 

Media & Interactive marketing section? 

3. Do you think Social media tool is ignored in Pakistan although it is an emerging and 

very influential media? 

4. During my interviews with some Media agencies professionals, they quoted that 

"Social media is an inexpensive medium to promote, but this is avoided by Marketing 

professionals as if they adopt it then it will damage the "Glamour" associated with 

marketing field like events, offline campaigns etc. Any comments! 

5. How much time Social media marketing will need to get established as a preferred 

marketing communication channel by your company? 

6. What social medium attracts you as a perfect medium to propagate your business? 

Social Networks, Email marketing, blogs, multimedia sharing, viral marketing, 

affiliate marketing? 

7. What demerits threaten your company from incorporating social media into integrated 

marketing communications to interact with customers? 

8. How much do you think Social media can be integrated to traditional medium? 

9. Do the emergence of social media platforms and their incorporation to integrated 

marketing communications offer inexpensive ways to create and implement marketing 

campaigns? 

10. What do you think how social media will be integrated into your marketing 

communications? Is there a downside for being online? 

11. How much do you think Social media can be integrated to traditional medium? 
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Interview Questions for Social Media Marketing Experts 

 

1. Do you think Social media tool is ignored in Pakistan although it is an emerging and very 

influential media? 

2. Social Media is changing the way information and knowledge is shared in real time? How 

much it s it true? 

3. How much time Social media marketing will need to get established as a preferred 

marketing communication channel? 

4. What demerits are involved with a company incorporating social media into integrated 

marketing communications to interact with customers? 

5. How much do you think Social media can be integrated to traditional medium? 

6. Do the emergence of social media platforms and their incorporation to integrated 

marketing communications offer inexpensive ways to create and implement marketing 

campaigns? 

7. What social medium attracts you as a perfect medium to propagate businesses? Social 

Networks, Email marketing, blogs, multimedia sharing, viral marketing, affiliate 

marketing? 

8. What social media marketing can provide to telecom companies?  

9. Social media can act as a cover up for bad product/service? 

10. Social media marketing campaign creativity is simply an extension of the offline 

creativity? Comment.  

11. Why are companies still avoiding adaptation of social media marketing as a marketing 

communications medium? 

12. What is your suggestion regarding order of social media campaign development? What is 

the best time to launch it, before or after offline campaign?  

13. In a country where the literacy rate is estimated at only slightly above half of the entire 

population and the lowest 40 per cent have less than one-fourth share in total household 

income; don‘t you think many question the efficacy of online media as part of the 

marketing mix? 

14. Cellular subscriptions have crossed the 99 million mark during the last financial year. 

―People do not realize this but the number of Facebook users in Pakistan has also 

increased to 2.5 million from the mere 0.25 million recorded in December 2008. Do you 

think, ―The concept of social media has been completely misunderstood in Pakistan? 
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Questionnaire for Social Media Marketing Agencies in PakistanQuestionnaire for Social Media Marketing Agencies in PakistanQuestionnaire for Social Media Marketing Agencies in PakistanQuestionnaire for Social Media Marketing Agencies in Pakistan

 
 
 
 
Thank you for participating in our survey. Your answers are essential to our scientific research on "How Social Media can be incorporated into 
integrated marketing communications for organizations", with a prime focus on Telecom Industry in Pakistan. This is being done purely for 
academic purpose as part of our dissertation of Master of Sciences in Marketing. The information you provide will be held strictly confidential. 
The information gathered will not be sold or handed over to other persons or organizations of some sort. 
 
 
 

1. Contact Person 
 

2. Agency, Contact info 

 

3. What are the major goal(s) of marketing communication, your Social Media 
Marketing agency assists your clients in? (It shows what are the requirements of 
companies (social media agency clients) regarding social media incorporation)? 

4. Which age group can be targeted best by social media that will be best suited for 
social presence of the company(In case of client like telecom company)?  

 

*

*
55

66

 

*

*

Brand Penetration
 

gfedc

Brand Positioning
 

gfedc

Targeting specific customer groups
 

gfedc

Awareness and recognition
 

gfedc

Customer relationship
 

gfedc

Loyalty and retention
 

gfedc

Other (please specify) 

Younger than 18
 

nmlkj

1830
 

nmlkj

3045
 

nmlkj

45+
 

nmlkj



Questionnaire for Social Media Marketing Agencies in PakistanQuestionnaire for Social Media Marketing Agencies in PakistanQuestionnaire for Social Media Marketing Agencies in PakistanQuestionnaire for Social Media Marketing Agencies in Pakistan
5. Where is your company in terms of using social media in marketing? 

6. What kind of channel do you think, Social Media should act as for telecom 
companies in Pakistan? 

7. At what stage do you consider social media is in Pakistan as a media for 
propagating business?  

8. How much risk is involved in launching an online social media campaign as 
compared to offline traditional marketing campaign? 

9. How companies should incorporate social media with integrated marketing 
communications (social media marketing agency opinion) 

*

*

*

 

*

Fully Integrated
 

nmlkj

Partially integrated
 

nmlkj

Not integrated
 

nmlkj

Primary
 

nmlkj

Secondary
 

nmlkj

Depends
 

nmlkj

Inauguration
 

nmlkj

Institutionalization
 

nmlkj

Under adaptation stage
 

nmlkj

More Risk
 

nmlkj

Depends
 

nmlkj

Less Risk
 

nmlkj

Social Media marketing as substitute of traditional marketing elements
 

nmlkj

Social Media marketing as replacement of traditional marketing elements
 

nmlkj

Social Media marketing as an extension/add on to traditional marketing elements
 

nmlkj



Questionnaire for Social Media Marketing Agencies in PakistanQuestionnaire for Social Media Marketing Agencies in PakistanQuestionnaire for Social Media Marketing Agencies in PakistanQuestionnaire for Social Media Marketing Agencies in Pakistan
10. Which platform you use at most for social media campaigns? Mark their 

importance from the most to the least important. 

11. Rank the main benefits for incorporating social media into integrated marketing 
communications for Telecom companies in Pakistan? 

*
Most important Important Indifferent  Not Important Least important

Social Networks(e.g. 
Facebook, MySpace, 
Orkut)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Business Networks(e.g. 
LinkedIn)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Video sharing sites(e.g. 
YouTube)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Blogs/Twitter nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Photo sharing (e.g. Flicker, 
Picasa)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Music sharing sites (e.g. 
Napster, Limewire)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Podcasts & RSS nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Collaborative Websites 
(Wikipedia)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Virtual World(e.g. Second 
life)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Other content sharing 
communities (Scribd)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

*
Most impotant Important Indifferent  Not Important Least Imprtant

Customer Engagement nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Direct Customer 
Communications

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Speed of feedback or 
results

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Low cost nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Learning Customer 
Preferences

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Brand Building nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Market Research nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Credibility nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Reach nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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12. Please indicate, how much important following statements are favoring Telecom 

companies in Pakistan to go for incorporating Social Media into their integrated 
marketing communications? 

Thank you Pakistanis for being a part of research at University of Skövde, Sweden.  

 

*

Most important Important Indifferent  Not Important Least important

How users reveal 
themselves to Social 
Media?

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

How people 
communicate/interact

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Freedom to share your 
opinion

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

How it helps in 
relationships

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Social 
Standing/Reputation

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

How people make 
networks/ groups

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Easy way of 
communication

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Saving Costs (by 
interacting online)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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Thank you very much for giving your precious time to complete the following questionnaire and giving your valuable contribution to this 
survey. This questionnaire is designed to assess customer perception regarding social media integration to Integrated Marketing 
Communications. This is being done purely for academic purpose as part of our dissertation of Master of Sciences in Marketing. The 
information you provide will be kept confidential. The survey consists of three pages. So try not to leave it in half way. 
 
 
 
Personal Information 
For further correspondence and followup regarding this research only. 

1. Gender 

2. Which age group do you belong? 
 

3. Email adress(optional) 
 

4. How involved are you online? 

5. Mark social media platforms you use, among those mentioned below. 

 

*

*

 
How individuals interact through social media?

*

*

Male
 

nmlkj

Female
 

nmlkj

Younger than 18
 

nmlkj

1830
 

nmlkj

3045
 

nmlkj

45+
 

nmlkj

I share information and content
 

nmlkj

I comment on shared and published items, post ratings and reviews sometimes
 

nmlkj

I not only publish, comment but allow others to rate, comment, tag and share
 

nmlkj

I use, but I don’t interact
 

nmlkj

Facebook
 

gfedc

My space
 

gfedc

YouTube
 

gfedc

Flicker
 

gfedc

Linked in
 

gfedc

Second life
 

gfedc

Ebay/ Amazon communities
 

gfedc

Twitter
 

gfedc

Blogs
 

gfedc

Other (please specify) 
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6. Please indicate how much you use social media? 

7. How important for you is to have an account with each of the following Social 
Media? 

*
Never 

Less than once a 
month

Monthly Weekly Daily

Social Networks(e.g. 
Facebook, MySpace, 
Orkut)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Business Networks(e.g. 
LinkedIn)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Video sharing sites(e.g. 
YouTube)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Blogs/Twitter nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Photo sharing (e.g. Flicker, 
Picasa)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Music sharing sites (e.g. 
Napster, Limewire)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Podcasts & RSS nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Collaborative Websites 
(Wikipedia)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Virtual World(e.g. Second 
life)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Other content sharing 
communities (Scribd)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

*
Most important Important Indifferent  Not Important Least important

Social Networks(e.g. 
Facebook, MySpace, 
Orkut)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Business Networks(e.g. 
LinkedIn)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Video sharing sites(e.g. 
YouTube)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Blogs/Twitter nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Photo sharing (e.g. Flicker, 
Picasa)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Music sharing sites (e.g. 
Napster, Limewire)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Podcasts & RSS nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Collaborative Websites 
(Wikipedia)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Virtual World(e.g. Second 
life)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Other content sharing 
communities (Scribd)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
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8. How important are the following favoring individuals to go for social media? 

9. Which of the following element of marketing communications engeages you 
(customer) better? 

10. Which of the following element of marketing communications is best for customer 
retention and loyalty? 

11. Do you think companies or organizations should use social media? 

*
Most important Important Indifferent  Not Important Least important

Parental fear for outdoor 
activities has led 
customers to social media

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Income& lifestyle changes 
have led customers to 
social media

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Rise of bedroom culture 
has led customers to social 
media

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Absence of leisure 
activities has led 
customers to social media

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Appeal for enhanced 
experience has led 
customers to social media

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

 
What individuals perceive about social media as a way for propagating 
busin...

*

Advertising
 

nmlkj

Personal Selling
 

nmlkj

Sales Promotion
 

nmlkj

Direct Marketing
 

nmlkj

Public Relations
 

nmlkj

Social Media
 

nmlkj

Advertising
 

nmlkj

Personal Selling
 

nmlkj

Sales Promotion
 

nmlkj

Direct Marketing
 

nmlkj

Public Relations
 

nmlkj

Social Media
 

nmlkj

Yes
 

nmlkj

No
 

nmlkj

Indifferent
 

nmlkj
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12. How do you want companies to think regarding Social media as compared to 
traditional marketing channels, while incorporating social media marketing into their 
integrated marketing communications? 

13. How important are following factors to motivate you to like a company, brand or 
association on Facebook or such other social medium?  

14. when incorporating social media into integrated marketing communications, 
which of these factors should be addressed, rate importance. 

*
Most important Important Indifferent  Not Important Least important

To receive discount and 
promotions

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

To show my support for 
company to others

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

To stay informed about 
the activities of company

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

To get update on 
company and its future 
products

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

For fun, entertainment nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

To get excess to the 
exclusive content

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Someone recommended 
it to me

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

For education about 
company topics

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

To interact (share ideas, 
provide feedback)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

*
Most important Important Indifferent  Not Important Least important

Product Awareness nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Customer Relationship nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Loyalty & Retention nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Product Development nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Customer Engagement nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

 

Use as a replacement to the traditional marketing channels (advertising, personal selling, sales promotion,public relations, direct 

marketing) 

nmlkj

Use as a substitute to the traditional marketing channels (advertising, personal selling, sales promotion,public relations, direct 

marketing) 

nmlkj

Use as an addition/extension to the traditional marketing channels (advertising, personal selling, sales promotion,public relations, 

direct marketing) 

nmlkj
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15. How important are the following favoring companies to go for social media? 

16. What are the media sources, that make you aware about company,brand or certain 
product? 

17. What social Media tools should companies or organizations use to interact with 
you?(You can choose more than one option) 

*
Most important Important Indifferent  Not Important Least important

How users reveal 
themselves to Social 
Media?

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

How people 
communicate/interact

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Freedom to share your 
opinion

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

How it helps in 
relationships

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Social 
Standing/Reputation

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

How people make 
networks/ groups

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Easy way of 
communication

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Saving Costs (by 
interacting online)

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

*

Television
 

gfedc

Outdoor advertisements
 

gfedc

Newspapers & Magazines
 

gfedc

Social media sites
 

gfedc

Social Networks(e.g. Facebook, MySpace, Orkut)
 

gfedc

Business Networks(e.g. LinkedIn)
 

gfedc

Video sharing sites(e.g. YouTube)
 

gfedc

Blogs/Twitter
 

gfedc

Photo sharing (e.g. Flicker, Picasa)
 

gfedc

Music sharing sites (e.g. Napster, Limewire)
 

gfedc

Podcasts & RSS
 

gfedc

Virtual World(e.g. Second life)
 

gfedc

Other content sharing communities (Scribd)
 

gfedc
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18. Name companies/organizations in Pakistan that you believe manage a great 

marketing campaign through social media? (You must have seen their campaigns 
through Facebook, YouTube, Blogs or any other networking websites) 

 

Thank you Pakistanis for being a part of research at University of Skövde, Sweden. 
 
Regards 
Muhammad Faraz & Muhammad Taimoor 

 

*

55

66
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